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Abstract
This thesis is about preconditioning techniques for time dependent stochastic Partial
Differential Equations arising in the broader context of Uncertainty Quantification.
State-of-the-art methods for an efficient integration of stochastic PDEs require the
solution field to lie on a low dimensional linear manifold. In cases when there is not
such an intrinsic low rank structure we must resort on expensive and time consuming
simulations. We provide a preconditioning technique based on local time stretching
capable to either push or keep the solution field on a low rank manifold with sub-
stantial reduction in the storage and the computational burden. As a by-product we
end up addressing also classical issues related to long time integration of stochastic
PDEs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
One of the main issues when integrating a stochastic PDE is the high dimensionality of
the problem [42, 53, 10]. Yet, most of the times, the solution lives in a low dimensional
manifold. If we could integrate the dynamic of the field along the low dimensional
manifold, then solving the PDE would be a much easier task together with milder
storage requirements. However, not only the low dimensional manifold is not known
apriori but also its structure is typically nonlinear and hard to detect. There has been
plenty of research on nonlinear manifold learning and nonlinear dimensionality in the
last decade [52, 60, 4, 76, 12, 34, 16]. However, in the context of time integration of
stochastic PDEs we are able, so far, to efficiently capture only linear manifolds. In
chapter 3 we outline the most important and recent techniques capable of projecting
the dynamic of the field onto a low rank linear subspace [45, 53, 61, 10, 9]. In many cases
though, the solution does not live on a low dimensional linear manifold even though
there exist a low dimensional nonlinear manifold containing the whole dynamic. In these
cases, linear reduction methods (e.g., DO, Dy-BO, PGD,...) do not bring any advantage
over the classical methods and we must resort to expensive simulations. In this work we
are exactly concerned with this problem. In particular, we propose a preconditioning
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technique to make the problem at hand amenable to linear methods. We want to push
the solution on a low dimensional linear manifold so that classical tools described in
chapter 3 can be used. In other words, we want to reduce the rank of the solution.
An equivalent way to restate our goal is the following. We want to find a bijection
capable of stretching the nonlinear manifold into a linear space. And we want to do
this in real time so that an efficient time integration can be achieved in the stretched
space. In particular, we look for a preconditioner in the form of a local time stretching
[37, 2]. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt in the literature to perform an online
rank reduction of the solution of a stochastic PDE and this should also be regarded
as the main contribution of this thesis. In order to efficiently solve the online rank
minimization problem, we introduce the notion of degenerate horizon optimal control
which can be seen as the limit of the classical finite horizon optimal control theory [23]
as the time horizon goes to zero. As a byproduct of the rank minimization procedure,
we obtain positive answers to the classical long time integration issue of stochastic PDEs
[67].
The thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 we review the notion of the rank of a
parametric field together with a classical tool of spectral analysis: the Karhunen-Loeve
expansion (K-L for brevity). We also propose a detailed discussion on the sensitivity
of the singular values of the K-L which will be extremely useful later on in the context
of gradient based optimization. In chapter 3 we review classical linear methods for
the integration of stochastic low rank dynamics. In chapter 4 we introduce the time
stretching framework that characterizes the form of the preconditioner. In chapter
5 we tackle the rank minimization problem. We first review the classical theory of
finite horizon optimal control and then introduce the new notion of degenerate horizon
optimal control. We conclude the chapter with a new heuristic for rank minimization
of time dependent stochastic fields. In chapter 6 we demonstrate the theory on some
14
numerical examples with a special focus on the Navier Stokes equations. We conclude
the thesis in chapter 7 with some remark and future research directions.
15
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Chapter 2
Spectral Analysis of Parametric Fields
2.1 Preliminary Definitions
We introduce the notion of an ambient space S = Qx 0&Q= product space of two Hilbert
spaces. An element of S is called a field. A field u E S is said to be of rank r if and
only if the smallest cardinality of a linear expansion of u in terms of separable functions,
is r, that is:
r E arg inf k
i<k
i E Qx, Ai E QE
Definition 1. Define the manifold Mr of fields of rank r as:
M, = {u E S = Qx 9 Q= s.t. u has rank r}
Notice that the definition of rank is tight to the particular separation structure chosen
for the ambient space. That is, in some cases we could have written S as the product
17
space of different Hilbert spaces S = Q's 0 Q'.
In numerical analysis it is often more useful the concept of numerical rank. A field
u C S is said to be of numerical rank r if and only if the minimal cardinality of a
sum of separable functions which approximate u with an absolute precision of at least
e, is r, that is:
r E arg infk
s.t. u -Z wiAi < e
i<k
wi E Qx, Ai E Q
Definition 2. Define the manifold M,,, of fields with numerical rank r and precision
e as:
Mr,e = {u E S = Ox 0 Q= s.t. u has numerical rank r}
18
2.2 Karhunen-Loeve expansion
The Karhunen-Loeve expansion is a prominent result of spectral theory over product
spaces [29]. Given a centered and continuous field u E S = x @ QE, that is:
: X x 0 - R
I u d p 
0
lim n U(x',O ) _ U(X, =)1 0 X E X
we can construct [31] a continuous bounded auto-correlation kernel C. : X x X -+ R
as:
(2.2.1)
which induces a self-adjoint, compact, positive semi-definite operator T : Ox -+ Qx
defined as:
xD u '-+ (CU (x, x'), u (x')) QX C x (2.2.2)
The spectral theorem readily applies to operator T. That is, Qx has a complete or-
thonormal basis of eigenvectors {uj} of T:
span {ui} =
A spectral expansion for u (x, 0) E S can then be written as [31]:
u (x, 6) = 'r/i (0) ui (x) (2.2.3)
19
CU (X, X') = (U (W, 0), U (X, e))NS
where:
1
7i (0) (U(0,) ,ui (e))X
are zero mean, unit variance and are mutually uncorrelated:
f= qj d p = 0
(vi, nm) . = ji
Notice, that T is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, that is:
iEN
00
and we can assume, by convention:
A, > A2 > ... > A2, >..
2.2.1 Optimality of the Karhunen-Loeve expansion
The Karhunen-Loeve expansion has the following optimality property. Given u E S =
Q2x 9 Q=, let u(k) E M, be the K-L expansion of u truncated at the k-th term. That is:
k
u~k - /5_Au= (0) ux (x)
i=1
Then:
E arg inf |n
s.t. -(k) E Mr
- 6(k) 2
20
(2.2.4)
That is, among all the approximations of u by means of rank r fields, the truncated
K-L expansions u(k) is the one that minimizes the mean square error. This is why the
K-L expansion can easily reveal the numerical rank of a field. Namely, a field u has a
numerical rank r, that is u E M,,e if and only if:
r E arg infk
2.2.2 Finite Dimensional Karhunen-Loove expansion
In numerical applications the ambient space is finite dimensional S = Qx 9 QE. That
is, we can find a basis of finite cardinality n for Qx , say {4}l 1 as well as a basis of
finite cardinality p for Q= , say {W } 1 . A basis for the product space S would be
{4k4'}. Hence, S is isomorphic to R" n RP ~ RnXP. Let I be such an isomorphism.
Then:
n p
U E S -- > U = E Uij4;XWg uij E R
i=1 j=1
and:
1(u) - U E R"Xps.t. (U)ij = Ui
Notice that the spaces R" and RP are legitimate Hilbert spaces endowed with discrete
inner product defined as:
R" x R" D v, d - (v, d)(RnRX) vTMd ER
RP x RP D v, d - (v, d)(RPn.) = vTPd E R (2.2.5)
R XP x R"nXP D V, D -+ (V, D)(Rn,UX)O(RP,O=) = trace { (MV)T DP}
21
with:
M E Rflf s.t. (M); 3 = (Oi, d)x
P E RPXP s.t. (P)i 3 = ('Fi', Wy)
This choice of inner product is consistent with I being an isomorphism. It is easily seen
that the Karhunen-Loeve expansion of u is directly associated with the singular value
decomposition of the matrix U in the following way (see appendix A):
min{n,p}
u K-Liu= () u (x) (2.2.6)
1 SVD- *-A =MUP2 WVg
W =M-2N
V=P-2Y
with, for all i: 1, .. ,min {n, p} we have:
n
uX (X) =
j=1
p
uf (6) = (V)3 ; WL'
j=1
V = (S)ii = o-i (2.2.7)
Remark 3. Strictly speaking, the K-L expansion should be applied to centered (zero
mean) fields whereas in the finite dimensional case we have just considered a generic
I pfield u E S RXP. We could have taken off the mean from u. However this is not a
problem thanks to the following optimality condition guaranteed by the singular value
decomposition.
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Let U(k) = W:,1:kSl:k,1:,k (V:,1:k)* be the truncated K-L expansion of u under the
isomorphism I. Then, the following optimality statement holds:
U(k) E arg inf ||U - UCk)Rx ,
s.t. UV) E I(Mr)
where I (Mr) is the usual set of rank r matrices in R" 0 RP. For finite dimensional
ambient spaces, the following norm is well defined.
Definition 4. Let S Qx 0 Q= be finite dimensional. Then, for any field u E S, the
nuclear norm : S - R is well defined as:
S u -+ ||ull, = Io E R
where {ai} are defined according to 2.2.7. Notice that E>aj need not converge in
iEN
infinite dimensional spaces.
2.3 Sensitivities for the Finite Dimensional K-L
We focus again on a finite dimensional ambient space S = Qx 0 Q= consistently with
the notation introduced in 2.2.2. Consider the K-L expansion of u E S as in 2.2.6:
min{n,p}
U= S Uiu (0)u (x)
i=1
I (u) =U E RflXP s.t. (U);g= ,
23
where the singular value o- is a function of the coefficients {uij}. We are interested in
computing the sensitivities:
Ouis
We refer to [46] and extend the approach to an arbitrary discrete measure. We briefly
recall some results from appendix A.
A =MUP SVDWST
W = M-in
(2.3.1)
V=P-2Y
U = WSVT (2.3.2)
WTMW I
(2.3.3)
VTPV = I
Derive eq. 2.3.2 with respect to uij, pre-multiply it by WTM and post-multiply by
PV:
WTM PVW \ S / VT
WTM PV WTM S+ s +S I PV (2.3.4)
ouis Ourw Ouij Ou )
Derive the orthonormality eq. 2.3.3 with respect to ui3 to get:
WTMaw = -WTMaw
au1 , paV )
24
which are antisymmetric matrices, hence with zero diagonal elements. Therefore, the
diagonal components of eq. 2.3.4 give the desired result:
(WTMOU PV
\ouij / kk
= (WTM)ki (PV)jk
2.3.0.1 First variation of ok (U)
The first variation of Ck (U) with respect to U is such that:
(6UOk, ej 0 ej)
d
= -k {U
ds
ouij
+ sei 0 ej}
3=0
(MW)ik (PV)jk
(MwkP
(wkv, ei e)(Rn,QX)O(RP,Q=)
(2.3.5)
that is, the first variation of Uk is a rank one matrix given by the outer product of
the k-th left and right singular vector associated to the SVD of U in the discrete norm
2.3.2. The continuous formulation of 2.3.5 is:
25
auj
Vi, j, k
Hence:
6 UOLk (U) WkVk
Wk (W),,
vk = (V):,
Remark 5. The first variation of the nuclear norm of u (U) with respect to U is:
6u Ill (U)||, [UO-k = WVT
k
(2.3.6)
That is, the first variation
norm, once we set to the
formulation of 2.3.6 is:
is just the singular value decomposition of U in the discrete
identity the singular value matrix S = I. The continuous
o|||,= I:U": (0) U, (X)
k
Notice that this expression is independent of the particular separation format chosen
for S = Ox 0 Q=. We focus on the nuclear norm ||-||, because it is widely used in the
literature of rank minimization problems [14, 49].
2.3.0.2 Subdifferential &u llu(U)I,
So far, we have implicitly assumed U being full rank, namely: rankU = min {n,p}.
Now, let's consider the case of rankU = r < min {n, p}. Thus, the full Singular Value
Decomposition of U is not uniquely defined. Assume, without loss of generality, n > p.
Then:
U SVD [WrIWprl Sr
U = W,|W _,.]
with:
Wr E Rxr
Sr E Rr"
Vr E Rpx'
W - E Rn X(p-r)
Sr = diag{-1, ..., Ur}
Vpr ERPX(p-r)
26
[V,.I V,_,.]T
0
where Wp, and Vp, are any orthonormal basis with respect to the discrete inner
product (R", Qx) 9 (RP, Q), for W' and V'. Hence, the decomposition is not unique
and we can rewrite the first variation 2.3.6 as:
6UIIU (U), = WVT ± WprV,_,
Therefore, also the first variation of the nuclear norm is not unique when U is rank defi-
cient. Indeed, the nuclear norm is non-differentiable. The subdifferential OU ||u (U)1|
of the nuclear norm at U E S is [69]:
Ou Ilu (U)I,= {G E R"xP s.t. G = WVT + Wp,TVT , with ||T| 2  I}
In particular, when U is full rank, the subdifferential &u llu (U)| = {WVT} con-
sists of only one element and the nuclear norm is differentiable [5]. In the context of
optimization problems, projected sub-gradients methods can be used [5].
2.3.0.3 Smooth nuclear norm: Huber penalties
We can make the nuclear norm ||-| 1 smooth by using the Huber penalties [39] as follows:
||u (U) = @ZI" ( i)
z| - IzI > P
d -"- |z P
dz 0 Z
Isign (z) |z| > p
27
The first variation of 4 (0-k (U)) with respect to U is such that:
(Ju@I# (-k) , ej o e) ) d90 (Ok {U + sei @ e})
ds S=O
d A7Ok
dz Z=k(U) tj
d
= -11 (Ok (U)) WkVk, ej 0 ej (Rn ,Ex)ORP
Hence:
dT
6 u4' (7k) =-@ V ('7 (Uk)) WkVk'dz
and the first variation of the nuclear norm is:
6u llu (U)|| = 0" (Ok (U)) WkV (2.3.7)
k d
The choice of pt is arbitrary. We suggest to set t = E where e defines the numerical
rank manifolds Mr,,. As an illustrative example, assume that u (U) has numerical rank
r < min {n, p}, that is u (U) E M,e. Then:
6u 1U (U)L = ZWkv + wv
k<r k>r
In particular, tuning the parameter pi, we can regulate the spectrum of the first variation
6 u Ilu (U) 11, whose numerical rank is likely to be slightly greater than the rank of u (U)
itself. Among all of the possible sub-gradients for the nuclear norm, the Huber penalty
approach gives one of the smallest in (numerical) rank. The continuous formulation of
2.3.7 is:
d l ( ) (2.3.8)
28
Again, notice that this expression is independent of the particular separation format
chosen for S = Qx 0 Q=. Now that we are familiar with the notion of rank of a field,
we can review the existing literature on efficient time integration of low rank solutions.
29
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Chapter 3
Integration of Stochastic Low Rank
Dynamics
3.1 General Framework
Consider an abstract probability model (Q, F, P), where Q is the outcome space, T a
o-algebra on Q, and P a suitable probability measure. We want to solve the following
problem in strong form: find the random field u (x, t, w) : X x T x Q -+ R such that:
at =L (u; w) t T
b.c (3.1.1)
U = UO t 0
where C is a differential operator, possibly nonlinear. Equality signs have to be in-
tended in the measure theoretical sense, that is almost everywhere with respect to the
underlying measure P. We assume that all of the uncertainty in the dynamical system
3.1.1 can be parametrized to any given accuracy E in terms of N independent random
31
variables 1, ... , N of known distribution, where:
is a (F, B)-measurable map [71]. B is the Borel o--algebra over R. This assumption
is well known in the literature as the finite-dimensional noise hypothesis [3]. By the
Doob-Dynkin lemma [48], a complete statistical description of the solution u is possible
in terms of the random variables {;}j . That is:
U (X, t, W) = U (x, t, 61 (W), ... (-N (W))
The image under the random variables {;}j of the probability triplet (Q, F, P) is the
so-called image probability space defined as:
(, BE, IPE)
where E C RN such that
whereas BE is the Borel o--algebra over E and PE is the induced measure over E satisfying:
VB e BE
32
P= (B) = P ((-' (B))
We can accordingly define the abstract integration over the image probability space as:
E= [u (() = u ( dP=
= u (((w)) dP
When reformulated in the image probability space, the strong form problem 3.1.1 reads
as: find u (x, t,): X x (0, T] x E-+ R such that:
au = L (u;) t E (0, T]
b.c (3.1.2)
u = U0  t = 0
where the equalities have to hold almost everywhere with respect to the underlying im-
age measure P=. Strong form 3.1.2 is suitable for statistical methods (e.g., Monte Carlo
[51]) and nonintrusive methods (e.g., Stochastic Collocation [74, 75]). A weak form of
3.1.2 can be devised as well. In order to do so we need to define a suitable functional
space S (X, T, E) for the solution field and impose orthogonality of the residual of sys-
tem 3.1.2 with respect to some trial functional space S'. In the Galerkin method [59]
we set:
S = S'
although it is not the only possible choice (e.g., Petrov Galerkin method). Hence, the
weak form of 3.1.2 reads as: find u E S such that
-u - L (u;), ov = 0 Vv E S (3.1.3)
Ots
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augmented with projected boundary and initial conditions. Weak form 3.1.3 is suit-
able for spectral methods (e.g., [8, 18, 73, 32, 65]). The intrusive solution of general
stochastic PDEs via spectral methods is relatively recent and it was made possible by the
introduction of the generalized Polynomial Chaos (gPC) spectral basis [70, 7, 73, 66, 72].
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3.2 Product Structure of the Ambient Space
We assume that the solution u of the weak form 3.1.3 lives in a suitable functional
space S that we call ambient space. We further assume that S is a separable Hilbert
space consisting of real valued functions defined over X x T x Q. Hence S (X x T x Q)
admits a countable orthonormal basis and it is isomorphic to any of the following tensor
product spaces [64]:
S(XxTx )) ~ S(XxT)®S(Q)
S(T)0S(X x Q)
S(T x 0)9S(X)
which are valid choices for discretizing the weak form. We insist on writing S as the
tensor product of exactly two Hilbert spaces since it is the only case in which a bi-
orthogonal expansion of u E S in the sense of section 2.2, is well defined [64]. In fact,
a three-orthogonal decomposition for a field u E S such that:
S(X x T x Q)~ S(X)@S(T)®S(Q)
is, remarkably, not always possible [47]. Fix a bi-tensor product structure for S, say:
S = Qx @& Q=
where {#i}J is a basis for Qx, { j} is a basis for Q= and {#j'Q9J}Jj is a product basis
for QX 0 Q=. Then, any centered field u E S can be represented either in the tensor
product basis as:
u =_ Eu qYJ ui. c R (3.2.1)
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or, equivalently [31], through the Karhunen-Loeve expansion (cf. section 2.2)
u = \ wiry wi E Qx,jr/, E Q (3.2.2)
If the field u is numerically low rank we observe a fast decay in the singular values
{-V'>T} and the K-L expansion 3.2.2 can be suitably truncated retaining only the K
dominant eigen-modes:
U (K) _ /Aiwq
i<K
Contrast this expression with 3.2.1 which requires to specify coefficients {uij} , for every
element in the tensor product basis. Clearly, if the field is low rank we can achieve great
savings using the K-L format. The price to pay for using a K-L expansion is the non-
linearity of the field with respect to the factors { wi, 1i } which are not known apriori
whereas the full expansion 3.2.1 is linear in the coefficients {Ui} . Notice that in 3.2.1
the product basis has to be specified apriori (although it might be changed over time
[17]).
3.3 Integrating Low Rank Dynamics
Integrating over time system 3.1.3 using a full expansion 3.2.1 for the solution u E S is
a challenging task due to the high dimensionality of the representation. However, if the
field u is low rank, several techniques [53, 10, 35] have been proposed in the last few
years in order to dramatically reduce the computational task: both in terms of storage
requirements and operation count [54]. The underlying key idea is to approximate and
evolve the truncated K-L expansion of the solution field instead of its full representation.
We briefly review the existing literature.
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3.4 Dynamically Orthogonal Field Equations (DO)
The DO method was originally proposed in [53]. The solution u to problem 3.1.3 is
written as a series of separable functions
u (x, t,( -U (X, t) = U, (x, t) U ((, t) (3.4.1)
i=1
where the parameter s determines the dimension of the expansion. The idea is to mimic,
at each time, the K-L format 2.2.3 in order to promote compact representation of the
field. U is the mean field:
7U (x, t) = ES [u]
and, as a consequence, the stochastic modes uy are assumed to be centered:
E= [U":] =0 j =1, ..., 7s
although not orthonormal. The latter fact is the main difference with respect to the
Dynamically Bi-Orthogonal Method (DyBO [10]) and, more in general, with respect to
methods that try to evolve exactly the K-L expansion of the field. In contrast, modes
uf are assumed to be orthonormal:
uf, If U) = Vi, jVt
The representation format is powerful since both deterministic and stochastic modes
{u , u= } are allowed to vary in time. However, this fact introduces redundancy in the
representation [53]. An additional constraint that makes representation 3.4.1 uniquely
defined is [35]:
* = 0 Vi, jVt (3.4.2)
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which forces the time variation of any deterministic mode to occur in the orthogonal
complement of the subspace spanned by the current deterministic modes:
Ispan {u 1, ..., us}at
Notice that under condition 3.4.2 and assuming initial orthogonality of the deterministic
modes we get for free orthogonality of the modes at any later time:
d
(U. , uf ) 2 = 0 Vi, jV
We can summarize the characteristic properties of the DO representation format as:
u(x,t,() = i(x,t)+ Zu (x,t)u (Ut)
i=1
E[u ] 0 j=1,...,s
U , uX)SI. =6 Vi, jVt
,uj = 0 Vi,jVt
Under these assumptions it is possible to obtain a fully explicit system for the evolution
of the individual modes {uf, u= } yielding to great computational savings compared to
the integration of the full dynamic. The DO fields equations are given by [53]
u E= [L (u;&) (3.4.3)
OF- (L (u;() 
- E=[L (u; ()],uof),
at cC'Hv± [E= [L (u;)ua]]
j=1
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where Hyj is the projector operator over the orthogonal complement of the stochastic
subspace V, defined as:
V, = span {ux 
... ,u }
An explicit form for the operator Hyg is given by:
UV [F] = F - (F,ux'. ux
k=1
The coefficient C- 1 is defined as the i, j-th entry of the inverse of the covariance matrix
C defined as:
CER"" s.t. (C) =Es[uf,uf]
Hence, in order to achieve fully decoupling of the deterministic modes, it is still necessary
to invert a matrix. However, the size of the covariance matrix scales with the rank s of
the expansion and the inversion, as a result, is not computationally challenging. More
challenging is the case of covariance matrix C being rank deficient. This happens, for
instance, every time we have deterministic initial conditions. In such a case the variances
E= [uf, u=] are all zero. In general, C is rank deficient whenever we overestimate
the dimension of the stochastic subspace V,. In order to obtain a stable numerical
algorithm it is possible to substitute C- 1 in eq. 3.4.3 with the generalized Moore-
Penrose inverse Ct [62]. Clearly, the dimension s of the stochastic subspace V, is a
crucial parameter for the correct estimation of the solution field. In [54], the author
provides heuristic conditions to adaptively change the stochastic dimension s according
to the magnitude of the smallest eigenvalue Amin of the covariance matrix C. If, at
any time, the magnitude of Amin falls below a certain threshold value p- the dimension
of the stochastic space is reduced by one. When the space V, is contracted, modes
{uf, u= } have to be recomputed according to a truncated K-L expansion of the field
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retaining only the first s - 1 modes. Less trivial is the expansion of the subspace. If,
at any time, the magnitude of Amt becomes larger than a threshold value p+ > p- we
increase the dimension of the stochastic subspace by one. Hence, we need to pick new
modes {u1 , u +1} in the expansion of the solution. The stochastic mode u"+1 is chosen
to be normally distributed and statistically independent with respect to all of the other
modes. The deterministic mode uf+1 is chosen according to stability arguments. In
particular , u,+1 is set to be that direction in the orthocomplement subspace V' which
is locally most sensitive to variance growth [54]. Notice that this procedure requires an
estimation of the smallest eigenvalue of C at any time. We stress that the subspace
enrichment technique presented here is still heuristic and, nevertheless, an open research
topic. In theory, the method can deal with arbitrary nonlinear differential operators
L. However, efficient computations can be achieved only if the cost of computing L (u)
scales with the rank of the solution field u (e.g, polynomial nonlinearities).
3.4.1 Connections with Galerkin POD
It is interesting to draw connections with a classical linear model reduction technique:
the Galerkin Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) [25, 28]. The approximation
format chosen for the solution in the POD method is of the form:
U (X, t,) = wi (X, t) ( (3.4.4)
i=1
where the modes {wj (x, t) }i are fixed and determined apriori. In particular, a series
of snapshots {u (x, t, 1)}"=1 evaluated at different (i E E is collected via deterministic
simulations. The choice of the best evaluation nodes {(i}j is an open question. Then, the
deterministic orthonormal basis {wj (x, t)}j is obtained solving an optimization problem
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[28]:
wi, ... , I, = argmin ||n - I1",..,.,>u||2
s.t. (v' 1 , D3)n = 6.
possibly with the method of snapshots [58]. The right cardinality s of the approximating
basis is a crucial parameter and hard to determine apriori. A reduced order system is
obtained imposing orthogonality of residual of the governing equation 3.1.2 with respect
to span {wi}ig<:
00? ( t )oft - (C (U; , wi (x, t))Q, Vi (3.4.5)
which is an explicit system of stochastic ODEs. In practice, efficient projection of the
dynamic can be obtained only for linear operators L. The difference with respect to the
DO method is clear: the approximation subspace is fixed apriori and does not adapt
dynamically to evolution of the field. Nevertheless, the POD equations 3.4.5 can be
derived as a special case of the DO system once we impose the ansatz 3.4.4 for the
solution [53].
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3.5 Dynamically Bi-Orthogonal Method (Dy-BO)
The Dynamically Bi-Orthogonal Method was introduced few years after DO in [10].
The method provides explicit (but coupled) evolutionary equations for the K-L modes
of the solution field. The representation format chosen for the solution is analogous to
3.4.1:
U (X, t, ) - U (X, 0) = EuX (X, t) U'" ( , t) (3.5.1)
with an important difference. The expansion is now bi-orthogonal:
(0f, uf ) = ||n og Vi, j Vt
E= [0f,u =1 o 6i Vi,jiVt
U is still the mean field whereas the stochastic modes u" are centered:
U (x, t) =E [u]
E= u] = 0 j = 1, ..., s
The algebra underlying the derivation of the evolutionary equations is quite long but
straightforward. For ease of notation we introduce the following quantities [10]:
U =[uf, ... , UX]
Y = U
u = U+UYT
,C (u) = (u) - E= [C (u)]
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Bi-orthogonality conditions can be rewritten accordingly as:
(UT, U) = Au (3.5.2)
E= [yTy] I
where I is the identity operator and Au = diag u'|| ,..., lluf||j. We also in-
troduce two projector operators: Hui and fly which project respectively onto the
orthogonal complement of span {U} and span {Y}. That is:
Hlu± [v] v - UA U ' (UT, v),
fly± [z] = z - YE= [YTz]
The resulting Dynamically Bi-Orthogonal equations are [10]:
- = E [,C (u)] (3.5.3)
at
=u UC + HU [E=[L(6)Y
-= YD + Hyi [ (ii) , U)1 Au'
where we still have to specify matrices C E Rs"" and D E R'"*. Notice that C is the
projection of the time derivative O onto the subspace spanned by U. In the same
way, D is the projection of the time derivative Z onto the subspace spanned by Y.
Enforcing bi-orthogonality conditions 3.5.2 gives a system for the matrices C and D,
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namely:
C - A' Q (AuC)
D - Q(D)
DT+C
where operators Q and Q are defined as:
Q (A)
Q (A)
= (A AT)
= (A AT)
Remarkably, system 3.5.4 has a unique solution for C and D if and only if the eigen-
values of the covariance of the solution field are distinct, that is:
In this case, the solution to system 3.5.4 can be determined analytically as [10]:
=(G)
= 2, (G) +
(3.5.5)
(3.5.6)(G) I
2(G\ij + UjXT 112x G
-x Q~~(I2
where:
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(3.5.4)
+ diag (A)
=Aul UTE= [z(ii)Y]
G = A- UTI E=z (i) Y]
Notice that equations 3.5.6 make sense if and only if |' |u$ | which is always
the case if the eigenvalues are distinct. In case of eigenvalue crossing, matrices C and D
in eq. 3.5.4 are not uniquely defined. In fact, whenever we have a repeated eigenvalue
it is not even possible to uniquely determine a basis for the associated eigenspace. The
strategy proposed in [9] in order to overcome this problem reads as follow: whenever
an eigenvalue crossing occurs at time t, freeze modes U( or Y) and integrate over a
small time interval (t, t + AT] modes Y (resp. U) until the eigenvalues separate again.
Notice that during the time interval (t, t + AT], U (resp. Y) is kept constant. At
this point, perform a K-L expansion of the solution field and get new bi-orthogonal
modes U, Y at time t + AT. Use these new modes as initial conditions for a restarted
Dy-BO algorithm. Notice that the integration of the Dy-BO equations 3.5.3 does not
require the inversion of a covariance matrix at each time step (as opposed to DO eq.
3.4.3). Moreover, a bi-orthogonal expansion prevents the formation of highly correlated
stochastic modes uY (as it could happen when integrating the DO field equations) and
makes the method more amenable to spectral techniques (e.g., gPC [72]). As in the DO
case, the major issue with Dy-BO is how to evolve the dimensionality s of the expansion
[9]. Notice that the bi-orthogonal format 3.5.1 directly approximates the K-L expansion
of the field and the norm |U_ 11 is a direct measure of the eigenvalues of the covariance
operator. Hence there is no need to solve an eigenvalue problem associated with the
covariance matrix. If, at any time, the norm of a deterministic mode ||uf|| falls
below a certain threshold p-, that mode is dropped. On the contrary, if at some time
t the smallest norm ||Uf|| exceed a certain threshold value p+ a new mode can be
potentially added. In order to decide so , a simulation of the full field (e.g., with gPC)
is run for a small time interval, say (t, t + As], together with the Dy-BO solution. If the
discrepancy between the two solutions is larger than a certain value p, meaning that
the Dy-BO is really missing a growing part of the dynamic, a new mode is added to the
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expansion 3.5.1. The new mode is taken directly from a K-L decomposition of the full
field integrated on (t, t + AT]. Clearly, such a technique is quite expensive but rather
robust.. As in the DO case, really efficient computations can be achieved only in the
case of (at most) polynomial nonlinearities.
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3.6 Proper Generalized Decomposition (PGD)
The Proper Generalized Decomposition (PGD) was introduced in 2007 by Nouy [40]
and has received a growing interest since then [41, 45, 42, 44, 43, 13, 6]. It differs
substantially from the methods proposed so far (DO, Dy-BO). Instead of tracking the
K-L expansion of the solution field, the PGD method solves an optimization problem
in order to find the best low order separated representation of the solution. Assume we
are given a differential equation in weak form:
(A (u; (), v), = (f, v)S Vv E S
where f is a forcing term and whose solution u lives in a tensor product space S -
Qx 0 QE (cf. section 3.2 ) and can be represented as:
U = ZwiAi i E QxjAj E Q
The differential operator A, possibly nonlinear, could be time dependent and recast in
the form 3.1.2. Nevertheless, the method is not restricted to time dependent systems
and it is somehow more general than DO, Dy-BO. We stress that the separation format
Qx 0 Q= might not be the only way to assign a tensor product structure to S. Often
the solution u is low rank and can be well approximated by a r-term sum of rank one
tensors:
U (r) = IwiAi
i<r
For ease of notation we do not consider here the potential tensor product structure
of the stochastic space Q= -9Q and refer the reader to [44] for a more detailed
3
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exposition. Let:
WSA = wr]
A = [A, ... Ar ]T
so that:
U = WA
A natural way of defining a rank r optimal decomposition {W, A} follows from the
constrained minimization problem:
{u, W,A} arg min u - WA (3.6.1)S
s.t. A (u, )f
U E S
VV E Qx @9 Rr
X (E Rr (& Q=
If a solution u to A (u,() = f is known, then problem 3.6.1 is easily solved by means
of a truncated K-L expansion of u (cf. section 2.2). However, pre-determining the full
solution field u E S might be computationally intractable. To overcome this issue, the
PGD method aims at approximating directly the factors {W, A} without resorting on
the solution u E S which is considered not available apriori.
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3.6.1 Optimality Conditions
A tractable relaxation of problem 3.6.1 relies on the minimization of the residual and
reads as: find {W, A} such that:
{W,A} E
s.t.
(3.6.2)arg min A (A) -f 2
S
W EOx 0Rr
X R Q
Notice that problem 3.6.2 can be solved without knowing the solution u apriori. The
minimization of the residual norm is clearly suboptimal and might lead to slow con-
vergence with respect to the solution norm Iu - WAIlS. A very recent attempt to
construct a computable residual norm ||, with the property:
||A (WA) - f1|S,, ~ Iu - WA||S
can be found in [6]. A set of optimality conditions for problem 3.6.2 can be easily found
with the following argument [45]:
* Assume W E Qx 0 Rr is known. Then U(r) E span {W} 0 (Rr 0 QE) reduced
subspace and problem 3.6.2 reduces to: find A E Rr 0 Q= such that
(A (WA) - f, Wh)s = 0 Vh c R @& o
This equation can be solved in order to get A. Thus, we can define a map f such
that:
Qx0@R 3 W A =f(W)ER0
* From the other hand, assume A E R' 0 Q= is known. Then U(r) E (Qx 0 Rr) 0
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span {A} reduced subspace and problem 3.6.2 reduces to: find W E Qx 9R' such
that
(A (WA) - f, vA)8 = 0 Vv E Qx ORr
This equation can be solved in order to get W. Thus, we can define a map F
such that:
R' 0 Q= D A - W = F (A) E Qx @ Rr
Clearly, an optimal couple {W, A} has to satisfy simultaneously:
A = f (W)
W = F (A)
or, equivalently:
T(W) = W (3.6.3)
A = f (W)
where we have defined the composition map T = F o f.
The Proper Generalized Decomposition (PGD) method defines an optimal couple
{W, A} as the solution of system 3.6.3. The former equation:
T (W) = W (3.6.4)
can be solved per-se and it is a nonlinear fixed point problem over the manifold Qx OR'.
In particular, the nonlinear map T is homogeneous of degree one [45]. Hence, a solution
W to 3.6.4 is an invariant subspace of T. This fact suggests an interpretation of PGD
as a generalized eigen-like problem and clearly the best choice for W is associated with
the dominant eigenspace of T. In particular, it can be proven [40] that in the case of
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linear symmetric positive definite operator A, an invariant subspace W solution of 3.6.4
is also the best r-dimensional invariant subspace of T in the sense:
W E arg min u- Wf( )
s.t. W c Qx @ Rr
where ||A is the operator induced norm. The solution {W, A} to system 3.6.3 is not
unique since the composition map T is homogeneous. We can obtain uniqueness by
enforcing additional constraints like orthonormality of the modes:
(wi, ew) =QX i
with respect to the deterministic inner product. However, we can not obtain a bi-
orthogonal expansion U(r) - WA since, in general, the map f (W) = A does not induce
orthonormality of the stochastic modes.
Often, the optimal rank r of the decomposition is not known apriori. In these cases,
a suboptimal recursive definition of the PGD optimal couple {W, A} can be more useful.
In particular, given the first r terms {Wr, Ar} of the decomposition, an additional pair
of PGD modes {Wr+1, Ar+1} can be determined according to:
1 ( 2{Wr+1, Ar+1} E arg min A (WrAr + rAr+1 i- k
S.t. Zr+1 E Ox
Ar+1 E QE
Most of the numerical methods that have been proposed in order to compute a PGD
decomposition, are inspired by standard techniques for eigenvalue problems and can be
found in dedicated papers [40, 41, 45].
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Now that we know how to efficiently exploit a low rank structure in the solution
field, it is time to introduce preconditioning techniques to actually enforce it. In the
following chapter we briefly describe the form taken by the preconditioner.
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Chapter 4
Time Stretching
4.1 General Framework
In chapter 3 we have introduced techniques to take advantage of the low rank structure
of the solution u E S of a stochastic PDE:
7t = L (u;) t E(0, T]
b.c
u =uo t 0
However, the solution need not be low rank at all. In these cases, our objective is
to find a transformation -r, or equivalently a ri-parametrization of the problem (or
preconditioning), such that the rank of the solution field is reduced. To this end, we
introduce an artificial time:
T (t, () (4.1.1)
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and a preconditioned field y E S such that:
y (x, t,() = u (x,-r (t, (), () (4.1.2)
This type of transformation allows a different flow rate of time in the parameter space
and induces a reshape of the solution field. The artificial time T defines a bijection
between the preconditioned field y and the original field u under mild assumptions:
> 0 Vt (4.1.3)
at
Condition 4.1.3 ensures monotonicity (hence, invertibility) of the one dimensional map
T (t) = T (t,()
for all E in the parameter space. The time transformation -r can be easily generalized
to include a space dependence of the form r (x, t, () at a price of additional challenges.
We specifically address these challenges in section 5.8. The use of space independent
time dilations in the context of stochastic dynamical systems (ODEs) was pioneered in
[37]. The idea in [37] is to use a time rescaling of the form 4.1.1 to prevent broadening
of the spectrum of a solution represented with spectral basis in the stochastic space
(e.g., gPC). This phenomenon is typically associated with the long time integration of
uncertain dynamical systems and was known in the literature since [67]. In this thesis
we want to export the time stretching framework proposed in [37, 2] to stochastic PDEs
and use it as a mean to control the rank of the solution. We can derive an equation for
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the preconditioned field y as [37]:
ay (x,t,) u (x, -r (t,)
at at
au (x, r, 0) 0r (t, (
0r at
0-r (t, (
= (U (x, -r, ); at
= f L (y; 0)
augmented with suitable initial conditions. Therefore, the preconditioned system reads
as:
a9vxt' , 0=ft(y;) t> 0at
b.c. (4-1.4)
y (x, t,()=0 t=-0
with i- = '. Notice that system 4.1.4 differs from the original one only by theat
clock speed --. f- is called the preconditioner and it has to be regarded as a design
variable to be determined. Design criteria for f in order to achieve rank minimization
of the solution field y will be outlined in chapter 5. Notice that once the preconditioner
i- has been determined, we can recover the time transformation r (t, () by solving the
following ODE:
as ,0 =+t > 0
(4.1.5)
In alternative, eq. 4.1.5 can be integrated at the same time with the preconditioned
system 4.1.4.
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4.2 Recover the Original Field
Given the preconditioned field y (x, t, ) and a time transformation T (t, (), we would
like to evaluate the original field u (x, t, () at some time F> 0 and E E B. This problem
goes under the name of field recovery. We know that y and u are related by eq. 4.1.2:
y (X,t,() = U(X,Tr(t,) , () (4.2.1)
Collocating this equation at (0, ) we get:
y (X, t, 0 = U (X1 il
Hence, if we want to evaluate u (x,F, ) we first need to solve the one dimensional
inverse problem:
t s.t. r (t,() =F (4.2.2)
for a time t at which to evaluate the preconditioned field y (X, t, . Notice that problem
4.2.2 is well posed since the map -rg (t) r (t, ) is always invertible.
An equivalent way to solve the field recovery problem is to rewrite eq. 4.2.1 in terms
of the inverse mapTr--I as:
y (X, 1 t~) , = U (X, i, I
The inverse map can now be determined through the integration of an additional ODE.
In fact, the following has to hold at any time:
(r- 1org (t)= t
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Taking the derivative with respect to t and rearranging the equation, we get:
dr5-1 (z)
dz
zTrg(t)
1
dri(t)
dt
which can be rewritten as:
Notice that eq. 4.2.3 is an ODE which can be solved with initial conditions:
r, 1 (0) = 0
to get the inverse map rg- (z). However the integration of 4.2.3 requires, in general,
an interpolation technique since the design variable i (t, ) is known only at certain
discrete times.
We have now properly set up the stage for the actual rank minimization algorithms
which will be described in the following chapter.
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d-r-1 (z)
dz
1
i[rev (z)]
(4.2.3)
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Chapter 5
Local Time Rank Methods
In this chapter we introduce the notion of local time rank methods. A local time
method aims at enforcing a low rank structure in the solution field of a time dependent
stochastic PDE as it is integrated in time. It is a marching scheme. If such a low rank
structure is indeed achieved at some time, then an efficient integration can be performed
at any later time. We use the time stretching framework introduced in chapter 4. In
particular, we are allowed to change the physical clock speed f- locally in the integration
domain. The goal is to find an optimal control fi such that the solution field y (x, t,()
lies on a manifold M,,e with the smallest numerical rank possible. That is:
{f*, y*} c arg inf. r (5.0.1)
s.t. y E MrE
O+ W (y) = 0 (5.0.2)
at
where the manifold M,,, is defined as:
M,e ={u E S s.t. u has numerical rank r}
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associated with separation format wi (x, t) Ai (i). Other separation formats are possible,
e.g. wi (x, t) Ai ( , t), and will be discussed later on. Notice that we are not constrain-
ing the solution y to lie on a low rank manifold. We are instead looking for a manifold
with the smallest numerical rank possible such that the field y satisfies exactly the pre-
conditioned state equation. This difference is crucial. The rank minimization problem
is non-convex , non-continuous and NP hard [14]; hence, we cannot expect efficient
algorithms for its solution and we need to rely on suitable relaxations.
5.1 Stochastic Time Stretching
For the time being, we focus on the simpler case of clock speed f- (t, () independent
of the physical space. A space dependent clock speed i- poses additional issues that
will be addressed later on. Relaxations of problem 5.0.2, require the minimization of
a surrogate functional J. We will present and analyze different possibilities for J. A
common feature to all of the relaxations is an optimal control framework that here we
briefly recall in its abstract form. A specific form for the abstract equations presented in
the following section will be specified as the related heuristic J is introduced. We will
also overcome the notion of finite horizon optimal control proposing a new degenerate
horizon optimal control strategy.
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5.2 Abstract Finite Horizon Optimal Control
Our goal is to minimize the rank of the PDE over the global time interval [0, T] through
a distributed control over successive finite horizon sub-intervals. Assume that we have
already determined the optimal policy f ((, t) for t E [0, t,]. And now we wish to
determine the optimal control for t E (tn, t, + Tc] as the minimizer of the abstract
functional:
J[y,+] S x S, -+ R
where S = Qtn+Tc ®Q® x is the function space for the state y and S, = Qtn+Tc &Q is
the function space for the optimization parameter f. The infinite dimensional optimal
control problem reads as:
{f*y*} E arg inf J [y, ] (5.2.1)
s.t. y E S
i- E S,
+ -W (y) -0
at
augmented with suitable boundary and initial conditions. Notice that the state y and
the optimization parameter -i are related through the state equation:
± Y K (y) = 0 (5.2.2)
at
That is, to each feasible value of - we can uniquely associate a state y (f) solution
of 5.2.2. Hence, we can formally rewrite the functional J as a unique function of -*,
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eliminating the explicit dependence on the state:
j [y (f)-] : S+ -+ R
leading to the formally unconstrained minimization problem:
{f.*} E arg inf J [y (-) , f] (5.2.3)
s.t. f G S,
Formulations 5.2.1 and 5.2.3 are equivalent but suggest different solution techniques.
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5.2.1 One-Shot Methods
Given the constrained optimization method 5.2.1 we can form the augmented La-
grangian as:
L (y,f,A) = J~y,f] + A, a +fW (y)
with the duality pairing between the Lagrange multiplier A E S (adjoint variable)
and the residual of the state equation. Under suitable regularity conditions [5], at a
local minimum of 5.2.1 the first variation of the functional J must lie in the orthogonal
complement of the tangent subspace at the constraining manifold. Hence, we look at
stationary points (y, 'i, A) for the Lagrangian:
(5.2.4)
AL =0
JYL =0
* The first variation of the Lagrangian around a fixed point (y, -f, A) with respect to
the Lagrange multiplier, is that linear form 6AL : S -+ S such that (see Appendix
B. 1):
(6A'C, h)8
Therefore, imposing 6 AL to vanisi
the state equation:
lC (A + sh) - L (A)
8-40+ S
d
= - (A+ sh)
ds S=O
=) h, + -WN(y) Vh c S
is equivalent to requiring the couple (y, f) to satisfy
+ -NA (y) = 0
at
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e The first variation of the Lagrangian around a fixed point (y, i-, A) with respect
to the state y, is that linear form JC : S -+ S such that:
(64L, h)S d-
d j[
ds
+ sh)
8=0 /
+ sh,] + A,
= +
Oh dg(z)
dz
Vh E S
where g : S -+ S is a linear continuous operator defined as:
0 . dNA(z)
GO= - +
at dz
Hence, there exists [57] a linear bounded adjoint operator g* : S -+ S such that:
VAh c S
We can use the adjoint g* to rewrite 6,L as:
Vh e S
Therefore, imposing JL to vanish is equivalent to requiring that the so-called adjoint
equation 5.2.5 is satisfied:
JJ + g*A = 0 (5.2.5)
Notice that when the couple (y, f) is given, solving for the multiplier A the adjoint
equation 5.2.5 is equivalent to solve a linear PDE g* with the first variation -6yJ as a
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- (6J,, h)S + (A, gh)s
(A, gh)8 = (g*A, h)S
(6,L, h)8 = (6J+ *A, h)S
h
forcing term. In particular , the nullspace of g, that is the space of h E S such that:
gh = 0
represents the space of first order feasible variation (tangent manifold) at y, that is:
(y +h) +.((y + h))= o (l1hs)
Ot
In other words, y + h violates the constraints only up to first order terms. Looking at:
5J = -g*A
we realize that at optimality the first variation 65J is in the range of the adjoint operator
Q*, hence orthogonal to the nullspace of g [50] which is the tangent subspace at y, as
expected.
* The first variation of the Lagrangian around a fixed point (y, fi, A) with respect
to the parameter f, is that linear form 6, L : S,1 -+ S.1 such that:
(61, h). d= -L++sh)ds S=O
- +J [y, ± + sh] Od s 5=0
+ (A, hA (y)) 8
= (6,, h)s, + (A, hAP (y))8
= (+j± (ANJ(y))x 
,h)S, Vh e Se
Therefore, imposing 6..C to vanish is equivalent to enforce the so-called control
equation:
6J+ (A,K (y))a =x 0
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We can rewrite compactly the conditions 5.2.4 for the stationarity of the Lagrangian
as:
a + fw (y) =0 (State equation)
6J + *A = 0 (Adjoint equation) (5.2.6)
o4J + (A, K (y))O = 0 (Control equation)
This is a coupled system of stochastic PDEs. Its solution, which is not necessarily
unique, leads to critical points for the original problem 5.2.1. It is a so-called one shot
method which does not involve formal optimization practice [23]. Just solve a system.
Of course, in case of non-linear state equation, ad-hoc iterative techniques are necessary
for the solution of 5.2.6 even if the adjoint equation is just linear. For time dependent
problems the state equation has to be integrated forward in time whereas the adjoint
equation backward in time. This means that the unknowns are coupled at all times
and the system becomes computationally challenging. It is then common practice [23]
to iterate through the equations, until convergence, in the following way:
1. Given the current guess/iterate for the clock speed f(') solve the state equation
for y(")
2. Given {f(n), y(")}, solves the adjoint equation for A(")
3. Given {A("), y(")}, solves the control equation for the new iterate j.(n+l)
In this approach, convergence is monitored through the residual of the control equation
as the state and adjoint equation are always satisfied. Notice that the control equation
directly gives the first variation of J with respect to i- and the procedure we have
just described can be interpreted [20] as a steepest descent method applied to the
unconstrained formulation 5.2.3:
g("+1) = g(n) 
- aC(n).J
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with associated convergence issues [5]. As an initial guess for f ((, t) in the iterative
scheme one could extend as a constant over (t, i + Tc] the know value 1((, tn), that
is:
to (( t) =f(,tn) Vt E (tn, in + Tc]
Such a choice is also consistent with the clock speed i ((, t) becoming constant after
some initial control time.
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5.2.2 Adjoint Based Optimization Methods
Given the unconstrained optimization method 5.2.3, we seek the minimization of the
functional J through standard optimization techniques. In order to do so, we need
gradient information. Therefore, we have to compute the first variation of J [y (f) , ]
with respect to f-. The variation DfJ is that linear form DfJ : S. -+ Sj. such that:
d d(DJdh)8 . f +-J[y(f+),±sh]ds 9o ds 8=O
= KJJJ (6,Jh)s, Vh e S,
where:
dyh d
-=-y (f+ sh)ds ds y S=
is a directional sensitivity of the state y. Notice the use of the symbol D7 instead of og
to distinguish between total and partial first variations. Using the expressions derived
in 5.2.6, we get:
(D-, h)s, = - g*A, ') + (6 h)s,
/ dyl
=-A, G ds /) + (6,1 J, h)8 , Vh c S .
(5.2.7)
(5.2.8)
where we have used the involution (g*)* = g [57] and the fact that A solves the ad-
joint equation. At this point, we need the sensitivity equation in order to find .ds
Consider the state equation:
F(y, f) = +T (y)= 0at
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Thus, y' is the solution of:
F (yh, i + sh) = 0
and we can take its derivative with respect to s and collocate it at s = 0:
- dyh dA/(z) dyh
0 t ds dz ds
ds
g dyg = -hN(y)ds (5.2.9)
We can substitute the latter expression into the total variation 5.2.8 to finally get:
Vh c S+
4
Dj= 6,J+ (A,N(y))o, (5.2.10)
In 5.2.10 y and A satisfy respectively the state and adjoint equations 5.2.6. Notice that
at a stationary point, the total variation must vanish:
D#J - 6+j + (A, (y)),X = 0
which corresponds to satisfy exactly the control equation and hence solving system
5.2.6. Thanks to the introduction of the adjoint variable A we avoid direct computation
of the sensitivities dy for each possible variation of h E S+. The advantage of solving
the adjoint equation is, in this case, mitigated by the fact that the equation is time
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(Defj h)s., = (o+J + (A,NAr(y))nx , h)s+
dependent. In fact, the integration of the adjoint variable requires the whole state y
over the time horizon. However, recall that in this context the time horizon for the
control is meant to be small, the state variable to be low rank and also the rank of the
adjoint variable is likely to be bounded and small. Hence, efficient integration can be
achieved even without check-pointing techniques [68]. Moreover, when far from the local
minimum, a fully resolved fine state might be unnecessary. And finer discretizations
and fully converged states (when the state equation is non-linear) might be used only
in a neighborhood of the local minimum allowing considerable savings [20] . Given the
total first variation DJ we can use any gradient based optimization technique (e.g.,
Quasi Newton methods [5]).
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5.3 Abstract Degenerate Horizon Optimal Control
We now wonder what happens when the length Tc of the control horizon (ta, tn + T]
shrinks. In an early work by Hou [26, 27], he shows that we can drive the control time
Tc of the semi-discrete problem down to the length of the time step At used for the
time discretization of the state variable. Assuming a constant control over (t,, In + At],
the finite horizon optimal control problem reduces to a steady state optimal control
formulation. Exponential convergence of the method is proven in the case of velocity
tracking problem for the Navier-Stokes flow [26]. However, we are interested in making
the control horizon Tc even smaller! The idea is simple. We first illustrate it on a
generic problem in abstract form. Consider the minimization:
x* e arg inf f (x)
s.t. x EX
A steepest descent iteration reads as:
x(k+1) __ x(k) - acxf (x) (5.3.1)
and, under certain conditions [5], the sequence {x(k) } converges to x* local minimum.
The key idea is to interpret eq. 5.3.1 as a discrete dynamical system with x* being a
stable fixed point of the dynamic. Hence, index k represents a discrete time and we can
think of eq. 5.3.1 as a discretized ODE of the form:
S c -ox f (x (t)) t > 0
x (0) = x(0)
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such that:
limx (t) - x*
t-+oo
That is, the parameter moves continuously in the design space and the first variation of
the functional f (x) is always locally tangent to the trajectory. The advantage of this
approach becomes clear in the context of finite horizon optimal control problems.
5.3.0.1 Semi-discrete problem
Now, recall the abstract optimal control formulation 5.2.1. We want to make explicit
the time-dependence of the problem. To this end we introduce the auxiliary function:
J' [Yi] : S x Se a Ql-+Tc
such that:
n+Tc
l y,] =l Jt [y, f] dt
Notice that not all of the functionals 3 admits such a representation and a reformulation
of the problem might be needed. Thus, problem 5.2.1 reads equivalently as:
tn+Tc
{f*y*} E arg inf] Jt [y, f] dt (5.3.2)
s.t. y E S
+f E S+
+ 'MN (y) = 0
Following a standard semi-discretization technique [26, 27, 21, 22], we choose a partition
= {tn= 0 of the whole time horizon [0, T] and solve the optimal control problem
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5.3.2 over each time interval (ta, t,+1 ] with piecewise constant control law. Notice that:
U (t, tn+1] = {0, T]
and the control is constant over (tnin+1]:
# ((, t) - fn+1) (() t E (t, tn+1
Each interval (tn, in+1] has the same length:
Te = tn+1 - in
At this stage we choose Tc to match the discretization of the state variable y E S,
namely:
y (x, , t) = y(n+1) (x, () t E (tn, n+1]
The state equation can be discretized with a backward Euler scheme [22] as:
y(n+1) - Y (n)
Te
+ f(n+l)A (y(n+) ) (5.3.3)
The semi-discrete optimal control problem 5.3.2 reads as:
(gj(n+l)*, y(n+l)* I (5.3.4)E arg inf Tc n+l [y,+]
s.t. y S
CS,
y - () + -W (y) = 0
Te
where the functional spaces S and S, have now changed according to:
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We have also used the right-endpoint rectangle rule for discretizing the functional [26] :
/ n+ 1
in
Notice that 5.3.4 is now a steady optimal control problem. From now on, we use the
more convenient notation:
g* - g(n+1)
5.3.1 Total First Variation of the Steady Optimal Control
Recall from section 5.2.2, that we can rewrite 5.3.4 as a formally unconstrained mini-
mization problem:
{#(n+)* I E arg inf Tcj* [y (f) , f]
s.t. f- C S
where the state y (f) is an implicit function of i- through the state equation:
(n)
(+ W(y) = 0Te
We want to compute the total first variation of Tcj* [y (f),) ] with respect to f. The
variation D. (TcJ*) is that linear form D, (TcJ*) : S, -+ Sf such that (see section
5.2.2):
D, (TcJ*) = Tco6X + (A, K (y))Qx
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Jt [y,i] dt es Te3(n+l) (tn+l, f(n+l)
where A is the solution of the adjoint equation:
Tc6,J* + g*A = 0 (5.3.5)
with g* dual operator of:
Id 
. d/(z)
Te dz ,
and Id : S -+ S identity operator over S. We will now show that one need not solve the
adjoint equation when Tc -+ 0+ in order to determine the total variation D, (TcJ*).
We can rewrite eq. 5.3.5 as:
{ A - T jo,*
a=Id + Tc- "A(z
where we have used linearity of the adjoint operator. Notice that for Tc < 1, o is a
small perturbation of the identity so that we can expand the associated inverse operator
through a von Neumann series as:
- =Id - Tf dl z +o0(Tc)dz ,
Therefore, the adjoint solution can be rewritten as:
A =-ToyJ* + o (T3)
In the limit as Tc -* 0+, the first order approximation of the adjoint variable is given
by the leading term:
A ~ -T~joy* (5.3.6)
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and the corresponding total variation is:
D (TcJ*) ~ Tcoi.* - j (yJ*,AF(y)) (5.3.7)
Recall that all of the quantities in 5.3.7 are evaluated at t + Tc. Here we come to an
interesting conclusion. In the limit as Tc -+ 0+, the first variation:
D, (TCJ*) = TcJ* + o(T)
is a first order function of 6fJ* whereas the dependence upon Jy,* is a second order
infinitesimal. And this makes sense. The part of the first variation which depends
explicitly on --, namely 6#J*, has a larger impact on D#J*. In fact, 6,J* typically
depends on # through the state y (f). And the state y (f) has an intrinsic inertia to
perturbations of f* given by the state equation:
OY+ iN((y) =0
Hence, 6J* has a much smaller contribution to D (TcJ*) for small perturbations of f
in infinitesimal time horizons. The part of the functional f* which depends explicitly
on i- is typically a regularization term, e.g.,:
2 tn+Tc
Thus, the contribution of 6,iJ* to the first variation D. (TcJ*) is a regularization effect
which, in the limit as Tc -- 0+, overwhelm the variation 6,J* . In this context, it is
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clear that we need to relax the notion of regularization. Namely, we require:
lim 6J= 6 < oo
Te-4O+ Tc
As an example, a relaxation of the regularization term 5.3.8, would be:
Notice that in the common practice of optimal control over finite time horizons, the
addition of Tc has no impact on the optimization problem since it is just a constant.
However, in case of degenerate time horizons (Tc -+ 0+ ), it makes the difference.
Therefore, in a neighborhood of tn the direction of the first variation D, (TcJ*) is well
defined and given by:
lim D (TcJ*) C 6J ( - , ,N (y)
Te-40+ -- X
5.3.2 PDE Driven Optimal Control
The idea is to let the parameter -i evolve along a trajectory always tangent to the local
(in time) first variation of the associated degenerate optimal control problem:
-c? - lim DR TCJtTc)
at Tc-+0+
or, equivalently:
= _ - (6YfN(y) (5.3.9)
at 
__ -Q
which determine the control parameter i- uniquely over time. Alternatively, one could
think of evolving the parameter # along the local Newton's direction. However, it
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requires second order information on the minimization functional. In the latter equation
we have used a first order adjoint solution. However, a more precise estimation of the
gradient D (TcJ*) relies on the exact computation of the adjoint A which yield to the
control equation:
=1 - # (o + (AK (y))n,
We will investigate this approach in the context of the Navier Stokes equations later
on. Notice that there is no formal optimization involved anymore. Just evolve an aug-
mented dynamical system. In other words, we took the original finite-horizon optimal
control problem and replaced it with infinitely many degenerate horizon optimal control
problems. The result is a PDE for the control.
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5.4 Heuristics For Rank Minimization
We will now present some heuristics for rank minimization. The first two are inspired
by classical arguments in the optimization community whereas the subspace alignment
technique is a new heuristic that we introduce and show to be effective.
5.5 Nuclear Norm Minimization
We assume our ambient space S = Qx 0 Q= to be
nuclear norm introduced in definition 4 is well defined.
minimization over a convex set involves minimization
the rank function [15, 14, 49]. Minimizing the nuclear
the e1-norm of the singular values. Let:
finite dimensional so that the
A widely used heuristic for rank
of the nuclear norm instead of
norm is equivalent to minimize
S[yf] = Iy ()|1,
be the functional to minimize. Then problem 5.2.1 would read as:
{f *,y*} c arg inf ||y||, (5.5.1)
s.t. y E S
,i E S#
y+ f (y) =0
at
The nuclear norm is convex although not differentiable if the underlying field y, or
better I(y) = Y, is rank deficient. I is the isomorphism between S and R" 0 RP
introduced in section 2.2.2. Either optimization techniques based on sub-gradients [5]
or smooth approximations of the nuclear norm ||y (f) || based on Huber penalties [39]
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(section 2.3.0.3), are possible. In case of smooth approximation, we call the functional:
J, [' ] = ||Iy (-0)|| "
Equivalently, we can rewrite problem 5.5.1 as an optimization over just the parameter
r as:
{-*} E arg inf ||y(f)||,
s.t. i E S,
where the state y is a function of the clock speed through the state equation. Notice
that we are optimizing over the parameter f- which lies on a convex set S7 . Indeed, for
each value of the parameter i- we have a unique field y (f) solving the state equation
and we seek the field with the smallest rank possible. Unfortunately, the set of solutions
to the state equation,
C(f)= ys.t.-9I E S : + (y)= 0
as parametrized by -f, is non-convex.
linear or not. It is about the way the
Hence, we cannot rewrite the problem
literature, namely:
{f*} E
This fact holds regardless from the PDE being
control parameter i enters the state equation.
in the standard form extensively studied in the
arg inf ||y(f)||,
y E C (f)
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with C (f) being convex. And we cannot directly borrow most of the interesting results
from the optimization community [15, 14, 49].
5.5.0.1 Optimal Control Formulation
We specify here the variations needed to carry out the finite horizon optimal control
problem described in abstract form in section 5.2 over a time horizon (ti, tn + Tc]. In
practice we need to augment functional J. with a regularization term:
,jI [Y, ] = ||y (Y) I + jreg [] (5.5.2)
which penalizes clocks speeds which deviates from a deterministic condition. The effect
of the regularization is twofold. From one hand it promotes positivity of # ((, t) needed
for invertibility of the time transformation T ((, t). But from the other hand it changes
the critical points of the original functional |y (i)||. This is why we suggest to drive the
regularization term to zero ai 4 as the optimal policy +i ( , t) approaches a stationary
value over time. The Lagrangian associated to problem 5.5.1 is:
L (y, #, A) = [y,f] + KA,y ++N(Y)
with associated partial first variations (see Appendix B.2.1,B.3.1):
6Ax = + W (y)
ogIL = Z $ (o-k) y (() y (x,t ) + QA
k
oL=-ai (1 - f) + (A,NAr(y)) n
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Notice that the adjoint equation:
6V, = 0
solved for the multiplier A E S is a linear PDE with deterministic final conditions (low
rank):
A - 0 t - tn +T
and forcing term given by the singular vectors of y:
d
TO-p" (a-k) Y'ky
k
Indeed the terminal equation is homogeneous only if we do not prescribe a value for
the solution field at the end of the time horizon in the minimization functional. In case
of low rank state y, the adjoint equation has a low rank forcing and we can hope that
for small enough time horizons Tc the rank of the adjoint variable is kept low. This
structure calls for efficient integration via low rank methods (e.g. PGD). On the other
hand, we can not think of extending the control horizon Tc too much. The resulting
global time method would be rather inefficient since neither the state y nor the adjoint
variable A would be guaranteed to be low rank since the early iterations.
5.5.0.2 Degenerate Horizon Optimal Control Formulation
In order to apply the degenerate horizon formulation outlined in section 5.3, we need
to rewrite the minimization functional J as:
n+Tc
J[y, j Jt[y,+] dt
where:
J t [y,f] : S x S, + Qn+Tc
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However, this is not possible with the functional J,, [y, +i] introduced in 5.5.2. An easy
way around is to consider a minimization functional J,' in which we integrate over time
the nuclear norm of the state evaluated with respect to a different separation format.
That is, consider:
|'t S - Q|t+Tc
such that:
||y||(''= - O-i (t
i
In other words, for every state y E S its nuclear norm is a function of time. For each
time t E (tn, tn + Tc], the nuclear norm |y||('' contains the sum of the singular values
of the state evaluated at time t with respect to the separation format Qx 9 Q=:
y (-,It) E Qx @& f2
Hence:
in+Tcj , [y,+] f Iy (f) I' dt + Tcj " []
with:
J t [y,] = | ()|' + a1TC 11(12
and related first variations:
oTgt = lim - - 1 (1- )
Tc-+o+ Tc
6,z =' ( $ k (0 t) yW {0 t)yX (X; t0
k
For each time t, modes {y: ('; t); yf (x; t) come from a Karhunen-Loeve expansion
of y (-, t) (section 2.2.2). The degenerate horizon optimal control problem reduces to
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the integration of the following augmented dynamical system:
a++Nw(y)= 0
= #ai (1- ) # ( y (Y, A(Y)
Tt dk
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5.6 Complementary Energy Minimization
In [64] Venturi tries to achieve faster spectrum decay in the separated expansion of a
random field by means of field dependent local inner products [36]. That is, a field
dependent measure on the product space S is seek in order to reduce the rank of a
particular field y E S. The heuristic proposed in order to perform rank minimization
is based on the idea of minimizing the complementary energy functional J, : S -+ R
defined as:
_Es (y)
5[y] =~ y (5.6.1)Eoo (y)
En (y) =E Ai (y)
i>n
Eoc (y) = Aj (y)
where {Ai (y) } are the eigenvalues associated to the linear operator T defined in 2.2.2:
Ox3 y 4N (C, (x, X'), y (x')) E Qx
and C, (x, x') is the auto-correlation of y. In the finite dimensional case, this amounts
to solve for A the symmetric eigenvalue problem (see Appendix A):
AAT z Az
A = M2YP2
The idea is to push as much energy as possible in the leading eigen-modes. Notice that
problem 5.6.1 can be suitably reformulated in terms of the singular values of y as:
E of2 (y)
n, [y] =1-" ||yll2
Z7SY
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Then problem 5.2.1 would read as:
Zcof(y)
{f* y*} E arg inf 1 - i" (5.6.2)
||y1l2
s.t. ycES
SA E St
+ ifNf (y) - 0
at
which is again non-convex although differentiable. Notice that the L 2 norm Iylls can
be estimated without any spectral decomposition, and indeed only the leading singular
values of y need to be determined in order to compute the complementary energy
functional. In [64] best convergence results were obtained in the case n = 1, that is for:
J1[y] 1- 2IY
5.6.0.3 Optimal Control Formulation
We specify here the variations needed to carry out the finite horizon optimal control
problem described in abstract form in section 5.2 over a time horizon (t", t, + Tc]. In
practice we need to augment functional J, with a regularization term:
E of (y)
i~n ±reg[.Jn [y, f] 11 112 +17' [f]
reg[] = || (11- )||
in the same spirit of section 5.5.0.1. The Lagrangian associated to problem 5.6.2 is:
£(y,f, A) = j -[y, ± KA, W fN(Y)
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with associated partial first variations (see Appendix B.2.1,B.4.1):
6Ar = + }- (y)
6 i~ [E~? e -\|YI||s E ± g*y\_11Y1126o,E 2 HA'S 4''' + Q* A
&L = -ai (1 - f) + (A, K (y)),X
where modes {y" (x, t), y" ( ) }, come from a Karhunen-Loeve expansion of the state
y (section 2.2.2). In case we use the functional J 1, the adjoint equation becomes:
0 = JL
= 2 + 9*A
Notice that given the state y, we only need to compute the leading term {0r, yf", Y}
in the Karhunen-Loeve expansion of y and this can be done rather efficiently (e.g. [24]).
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5.7 Subspace Alignment
So far, all the heuristics introduced rely heavily on the ability to perform a Karhunen-Loeve
decomposition. It seems obvious that in order to minimize the rank of a field we need at
least a rank revealing decomposition (e.g., K-L). However, this practice might be rather
computationally intense and not always affordable. We need a cheaper functional as a
heuristic for rank minimization, which does not involve any field decomposition. The
idea is to align the subspace spanned by the preconditioned solution field y E S with a
low rank reference subspace yef by means of angle minimization:
[y,f] = - cos 2 Z (y, yeYf))Qdt (5.7.1)
where cosZ (y, yref) is the spatial angle between y and yref defined as:
cosZ/ (Y,Yref) = YIYrefjI" (5.7.2)||y lla ||yref||1nx
The reference field has typically a low rank structure easy to integrate. For instance yref
could be a deterministic realization of the unpreconditioned field. Indeed, an identically
zero spatial angle (y, yref)x = 0 implies y being low rank in the separated format
y' (x, t) y (, t) since:
y = q ((, t)yref
for some E (9 0 OT. Moreover, if the spatial angle is small, but not zero, we can
still argue about the field y being numerically low rank. In fact, a small spatial angle
corresponds to almost linearly dependent deterministic realizations of the field y ( i) for
different (j E E. And this is a direct measure of the degree of separability of the field y
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together with its numerical rank. Thus, problem 5.2.1 would read as:
1 ftn+c{+* y* E arg inf - - (cos2 z, (y, yref))O= dt (5.7.3)
2
s.t. y E S
- S+
+ f (y) = 0
at
The minimization functional J introduced in 5.7.1 is non-convex with potentially many
local minima. This is why such a heuristic is mostly effective when the solution field y
is initially low rank with realizations y (6) clustered around a reference dynamic Yref.
Nevertheless, we will show that the heuristic can tackle also rank reduction problems.
Notice that the computation of the angle 5.7.2 does not involve any field decomposition.
5.7.0.4 Optimal Control Formulation
We specify here the variations needed to carry out the finite horizon optimal control
problem described in abstract form in section 5.2 over a time horizon (ta, t + Tc]. In
practice we need to augment functional J with a regularization term:
S[ y,+] 1 j-- + {cos2Z/ (y,yef dt+Jre[+]
jreg [j---11 (1 11
in the same spirit of section 5.5.0.1. The Lagrangian associated to problem 5.7.3 is:
L (y,+, A) J[y, f]+ A, ++NW(Y)
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with associated partial first variations (see Appendix B.2.1,B.5.1):
at+w(y)
'1e yx yiYi ,refdx - |Y|y2| Yref) + g*A
-ai (1 - f) + (A, M (y)) O
Notice that the forcing term 6yJ for the adjoint equation 6,L = 0 does not involve any
field decomposition and it is rather cheap to compute. We will further comment on the
first variation 6,J in the following section.
5.7.0.5 Degenerate Horizon Optimal Control Formulation
In order to apply the degenerate horizon formulation outlined in section 5.3, we need
to rewrite the minimization functional 7 as:
J [fy,] = Jt [yjf] dt
where:
j' [y, ] : S x S, -+ Qtn+TctTI
In this case:
J [y, f] = -I (cos 24 (Y, Yref)) + a1T 1(1 -
with related first variations:
4J t = lim -ai (1 - f)
Tc-+o+ Tc
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6\c =
Jyc
41L=
t Cos Z, (y' , re)2
,Jt =,3 ((Y, yref)Qx Y - IYI Yf)
The degenerate horizon optimal control problem reduces to the integration of the fol-
lowing augmented dynamical system:
+ -w (y) = 0
(5.7.4)
= #o (1 - ) + # 
_(y, yref)xY y - ||y||2 Yref, (y)) ,
Notice that the degenerate control equation for + is a stochastic ODE. For the sake of
analysis assume ai = 0. That is, neglect the regularization term which, eventually, will
have to vanish anyway. With little algebraic manipulation we can rewrite ! in a more
suggestive form as:
cos2/ (y Yrere y -(Y) (5.7.5)
where U- y is the spatial projection of y along the subspace spanned by yref, that is:
((reYrKefY~f Ye
( " " A '| y r e || / | y r e f ||
Notice that ODE 5.7.5 for i- has at least two stationary points: namely Z (y, yref) = 0
and / (y, y,,f) = Z. As far as the computation of the rhs in eq. 5.7.5 is concerned,
we might use a coarser spatial discretization for the fields in order to alleviate the
computational burden. The approximation introduced should not affect significantly
the quality of the estimated clock speed - ((, t) since it is independent of the spatial
variable. In such a way, the computation of terms like |y1Y|4 should be much cheaper.
In addition, for problems with low rank initial conditions we might substitute the flux
K (y) with the cheaper reference flux Nref (yref) . This choice is justified by the fact
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that at the beginning of the time integration all the trajectories are typically clustered
around the reference solution. As a final remark, notice that the introduction of a
dynamic for i automatically enforces smoothness in time of the clock speed.
5.7.0.6 Stochastic Angle Formulation for Subspace Alignment
Notice that we can think of a different ( in some sense dual) form of the functional 5.7.1
in which we compute a stochastic angle in place of a spatial one, namely:
(cos2 Z3(y,y,.f)), dt
with:
cos/ (y, yeif) = Y -||yII=ll,|yre f||aQ
These two different functionals lead to different first variations (see Appendix B.5.2)
which might offer some computational advantages depending on the particular case that
we consider. As an example, we show how the degenerate optimal control system 5.7.4
would change:
++W (y) = 0{ ai - *) + # ((y, yref)Qsy -|f) ,V(y)
(5.7.6)
For instance, in those cases for which the computation of ||y1l4_ is much cheaper than
the computation of |y4 form 5.7.6 might be preferable.
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5.8 Space Dependent Stochastic Time Stretching
The ability to reduce the rank of the solution field depends on the degrees of freedom
that we allow ourselves to use during the optimization step. So far, we have been using
a time stretching transformation r ( , t) which depends only on the stochastic variable
E E (other than time). Now we want to introduce a space dependence. That is, the
clock speed +- (x, (, t) will change locally in the deterministic space as well as in the
parameter space. In order to do so, we have to face new challenges:
1. The solution of the PDE y (x, (, t) and the preconditioner -- (x, (, t) share now
the same dimensionality: a rank reduction in y (x, (, t) at a price of a full rank
transformation f- (x, (, t) is not acceptable. We need to impose a low rank structure
on f (x, (, t).
2. We need an efficient way to solve optimization problems constrained over low rank
manifolds (in finite horizon optimal control problems)
3. We need an efficient way to evolve a constrained low rank dynamic for -f (x, (, t)
( in degenerate horizon optimal control problems)
4. We need a regularization in space for i- (x, (, t) in order to avoid high spatial
gradients Vx# (x, (, t) of the clock speed which could yield to local instabilities in
the time integration process.
There is also an additional issue to be mentioned when dealing with stochastic conser-
vation laws of the form:
Ou
- + V27(u) = 0at
Once we introduce the space dependent time transformation r (x, (, t) such that:
y (x, t,() = (x, r (x,(, t),)
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the preconditioned field y satisfies a state equation:
+ x (X, t) VX (U) = 0at
which can not be recast in a conservative form anymore.
5.8.0.7 Representation format for the time transformation
Ideally, we would like to impose a low rank structure on the time transformation
- (x, (, t). There are many ways we can do so, for instance:
i<r
or:
-r (x, (, t) - TX (x, t) + Z rX (x, t) r7 ((, t)
i<r
The problem with these representations is that their corresponding clock speeds:
f(x, , t) = Et (X, t) (
i<r
and:
(X, , t) = ;F (x, t) + [ (X, t) r ((, t) + r (x, t)0 (,t)
i<r
both depends on the original time stretching modes -ril, ri- and our flexibility in the
subsequent optimization problem over i is vastly reduced. Therefore, we decide to
impose a low rank structure directly on the clock speed. For instance:
(x, (, t) = fx (x t) 7,-(:)
i<r
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or:
+(XI t) =0 (x, t) + Eff (x, t) f ((, t
i<r
Notice that a low rank clock speed does not necessarily induce a low rank structure in
the time transformation r. This is easily seen from the following equation:
T (x, , t + At) = r (x, (, t) + f (x, , t) At + o (At)
At each time step we keep adding low rank updates to -r (x, (, t) yielding to a potentially
full rank structure over time. This is why the time transformation r (x, (, t) should
never be computed explicitly. We just store the low rank clock speed f- (x, (, t) and,
whenever needed, efficiently integrate the time transformation (off-line) at a particular
point in space. The separation format <f (x, t) f- ((, t) is extremely powerful since it
allows variations in time of both the stochastic and the deterministic basis. However,
it introduces a redundancy in the representation and uniqueness is typically ensured
enforcing orthogonality conditions of the form:
K t x It) ) =0 or K+ (,+t) 0 0)= 0
which constraint the time evolution of a mode to happen in the orthogonal complement
of the space spanned by the current modes (gauge conditions [35]). These constraints
are easy to enforce when integrating a dynamical system for the clock speed # ( suitable
for degenerate horizon optimal control problems). However, they are less trivial to
enforce when dealing with a standard optimization problem for if. Hence, in finite
horizon optimal control problems we resort on a non redundant separation format such
as tf (x, t)f ()
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5.9 Rank Constrained Finite Horizon Optimal Con-
trol
We reformulate the abstract finite horizon optimal control problem outlined in section
5.2 by adding the low rank constraint. In particular, let:
8 tn+T® ®
Both the preconditioned field y and the optimization parameter f- (x, (, t) live in S. The
reformulation of problem 5.2.1 reads as:
(5.9.1)E arg infJ[y, i]
s.t. y E S
K E MK,e6
ay+ fHA (y) = 0
at
where we added the rank constraint if E MK,e- In particular MK,e C S is the numerical
rank K embedded manifold in S defined in chapter 2 as:
MK,e ={u E Ss.t.u has numerical rank K}
As already mentioned in section 5.8.0.7 we choose the following separation format for
the definition of the rank:
f (x, (, t) = t; (x, t) hE ()
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The problem of minimizing a convex function subject to a rank constraint was proven
to be NP-hard already in 1995 [38]. In our case the optimization is also non-convex
most of the times. Hence, we can not expect efficient algorithms at all. However, there
is a lot we can do to reduce the computational burden associated with the solution of
problem 5.9.1. According to [56], two main streams of algorithms were employed on
these kind of rank constrained problems. In the first approach, we write an explicit low
rank expansion for i E MK,e as:
T= (f; x t) +f (0)
i<r
and we apply gradient descent to the modes {, }.. separately. For instance, ac-
cording to the block coordinate descent method [5], given a set of modes at the k-th
iteration {(k)X (k),E we could determine the new iterate {fk+1),X t,(k+l),} as:
for i = 1, ... , 2r
T E arginr J 17i~ ,Ti IT~ TyjT X Lj iiji ]
subject to the constraints of 5.9.1 and where the indexing is possibly random. This
approach is clearly not feasible when the dimension of the problem is that characteristic
of a PDE. Hence, we would not further investigate it. On the other hand, the second
class of methods for optimization over low rank manifolds, is a typical projected gradient
algorithm [5]. That is, we move in the direction of the local gradient (first variation
of the functional) and then we project our solution back to the constraining manifold.
Since in our case, the manifold MK,e is the subspace of rank K-fields, the projection step
can be carried out through a truncated Karhunen-Loeve expansion in the continuous
case, or through a truncated SVD in the discrete setting. Thus, a typical adjoint based
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optimization method (see section 5.2.2) for problem 5.9.1 would read as:
1. Given the current guess/iterate for the clock speed f(") solve the state equation
for y(")
2. Given {f("), y(")}, solves the adjoint equation for AC")
3. Given {A("), y(")}, compute the total variation of the functional D+3
4. Update the clock speed ij(n+l) through a gradient based optimization technique
[5]
5. Project i.(n+l) onto MK,e by retaining only the leading K modes of the spectral
expansion of the field.
The projection step is nevertheless expensive and more sophisticated techniques (e.g.,
retractions [56, 1]) could be used. . Notice that now the optimization parameter
E S lives in the full space so that minor corrections are needed with respect to the
formulation outlined in section 5.2. In particular, criticality of the Lagrangian yields to
the system:
2+ - (y) = 0 (State equation)
6,J + *A = 0 (Adjoint equation)
6 J + AN (y) = 0 (Control equation)
where the spatial duality pairing between the adjoint variable A and the flux N (y) (in
the control equation) has disappeared. As a consequence, the total variation of the
minimization functional J, needed for adjoint based optimization, becomes:
DJ=&J ± 6,+ XA (y)
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5.9.1 Regularization
A proper regularization of the clock speed 1 (x, (, t) is crucial. Non-smooth behavior in
space of the clock speed induces the formation of local instabilities during the integra-
tion of the preconditioned state equation. These unphysical instabilities undoubtedly
corrupt the rank of the solution and are highly undesirable. One way to enforce smooth-
ness is to augment any functional J that we want to minimize, with the following two
regularization terms:
j [yI +r [+| jreg+ j ["f
where:
reg[f] =
j ~2
J eg [j_] = a2|V x ||22
and (ai, a 2 ) c R2 are two scalar parameters to be selected. The former regularization
term jreg [f] penalizes clocks speeds which deviates from a deterministic condition and
has been already discussed in section. The latter term jreg [f] promotes smoothness in
space of the clock speed by penalizing the norm of its spatial gradient Vxt. Remarkably,
the first variation of the spatial regularizing functional Jeg [f] is an anti-difussive term
(see Appendix B.2.2):
4 3;*eg=- a2Axf
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5.10 Rank Constrained Degenerate Horizon Optimal
Control
Recall from section 5.3 the formulation for degenerate horizon optimal control problems
and take into account the fact that the clock speed is now space dependent. Namely,
we can solve the optimization problem 5.0.2:
{f*, y*} E arg inf. r
s.t. y E MT
+ f (y) = 0
by integrating the augmented dynamical system:
+ W (y) = 0
- 6_ - 6,J'K (y)) (5.10.1)
SE MK,e
in which we have an evolutionary equation for the control parameter i together with the
additional rank constraint -i E MK,s. We need to evolve a rank constrained stochastic
dynamic for i. To this extent, three major possibilities are available in the literature for
integrating low rank stochastic dynamics and they have all been discussed in chapter
3. Namely:
1. Dynamically orthogonal field equations [53, 54, 62, 11]
2. Dynamically Bi-Orthogonal Method [10, 9]
3. Proper Generalized Decomposition [40, 41, 45]
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The rank constraint can be easily incorporated in these methods by imposing a fixed
upper bound on the dimensionality of the solution subspace.
Let us further specify the form of the dynamical equation for the clock speed ap-
pearing in system 5.10.1. In the cases that we consider, the first variation 6,J contains
only the variation of the regularization terms with respect to the clock speed. That is:
__ = - [+] + 6+Jreg [+]
- -ai (1 -0 - a2Lxi
The resulting dynamic for the clock speed is a parabolic PDE:
- #ai (1- I) + #a 2 A2++ #6,J t (y)
at
Notice that the PDE type is dictated by the particular form of the spatial regularization
term that we choose. In this case, the first variation of the norm of the gradient trans-
lates into a Laplacian operator. Thus, the dynamic of the clock speed is determined by
a heat equation and spatial smoothness of i- is automatically imposed. In particular,
small time scales might be introduced in the system with associated stiff behavior. In
this suggestive formulation, time diffuses over space.
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Chapter 6
Numerical Results
We now demonstrate the main tools developed in chapter 5 on increasingly challenging
numerical examples.
6.1 Burgers' Equation
Let us begin with a nonlinear stochastic conservation law: the one dimensional Burgers'
equation with uncertain high rank initial conditions. That is:
Ou 0 (U) 2 0
Ot Ox
with initial conditions depicted in figure 6.1.1 and homogenous Neumann boundary
conditions. In particular, the position of the shock in the deterministic space is random
uniformly distributed and varies linearly in the parameter space yielding to a disconti-
nuity profile in the x - ( plane. Such a discontinuity induces a strong coupling between
the two variables (x, () and is responsible for the high initial rank (see fig. 6.1.3). The
purpose of this example is to show how the preconditioner can be applied to reduce
the rank of the field whenever the initial conditions are high rank and an efficient time
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integration is not possible.
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x
Figure 6.1.1: High rank initial conditions for Burgers' equation
The preconditioned equation (see chapter 4 ) reads as:
()2
0+ (t, -)=0
Y (x,t,) U (x,
where # is the design parameter. We adopt the degenerate horizon framework with the
subspace alignment heuristic introduced in chapter 5. We choose, as a reference solution,
a realization of the field for ( = 0. After 2 seconds of preconditioned integration (e.g.,
Finite Volumes [33]), the rank is reduced from 60 to 1 unit as we can see from figure
6.1.3. Notice that we could have increased the initial rank by refining the stochastic
space discretization. Still, the preconditioned solution has always rank one and it is a
shock aligned with the vertical axis (see fig. 6.1.4). A vertical shock in the x - ( plane
decouples completely the variables (x, (). Hence, the final low rank. Here we encounter
the first key observation: the rank of the field might heavily depend on the orientation
of its features. In other words, the field might be high rank not because it carries a lot
of information, but because such information is wrongly distributed in the domain. The
preconditioner tries to reshape the field via local time stretching to re-orient features
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in the domain that prevents separability of the solution (e.g., shocks).
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Figure 6.1.3: Rank over time
Few realizations of the clock speed are shown in fig. 6.1.2. The field in the low
regions of the parameter space ( ~ -1 needs to momentarily speed up in order to
catch up with the reference. This is why we observe an overshoot in the blue curve
of fig. 6.1.2. The height of the overshoot strongly depends on the weight given to the
regularization term in the control, e.g., 1(1 - f)11| , which penalizes deviations of the
clock speed from a deterministic condition.
x
Figure 6.1.4: Burgers' equation: preconditioned field after 2s
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6.2 Linear Advection: space dependent time stretch-
ing
The purpose of this section is to introduce the concept of space dependent time stretch-
ing and outline the related practical issues. It is still a preliminary study and more
details will be available in a forthcoming work. We consider a one dimensional linear
advection equation of the form:
&u Ou
with periodic boundary conditions and uncertain advection speed defined as:
V (() = 0 + of
0.1
where U ~ (-1, 1) is uniformly distributed. The initial conditions are shown in figure
6.2.1.
42
44
0 M 1 2 a s 0.A as 0.6 0. 1 .8 0.9 1
x
Figure 6.2.1: Advection equation: two-shock initial conditions
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There are two deterministic discontinuous profiles (say, shocks) with different un-
certain initial position. In the (x, () plane, this fact translates into shocks with different
orientation (angle) with respect to the reference system.Therefore, it is not possible to
mimic the previous example and align both shocks with the vertical axis by just using
a stochastic clock speed +- (t, (). We need a space dependence of the preconditioner
in the form - (x, t, (). The study of space dependent clock speed has been outlined
in section 5.8. In particular we choose a rank constrained degenerate horizon optimal
control formulation with subspace alignment heuristic (cf. section 5.9). We prescribe a
rank one format for the clock speed as:
+(x,(, t) = T- (x, t) + flx (x, t) f (
and evolve it through the DO field equations (cf. chapter 3) with fixed dimensional
stochastic subspace. The full dimensional control equation for the clock speed has the
form:
0a (1 - ')+# a2 APx + H(y)
at
of an heat equation where the Laplacian operator Ax promotes spatial smoothness
of - and makes the system stiff (unfortunately). We chose as a reference solution, a
realization of the unpreconditioned field for (,f = 0. Let us see what happens if we
do not precondition the original field. In figure 6.2.2 we see the field after 2 seconds of
time integration. It is already full rank and starts wrapping around the computational
domain because of the periodic boundary conditions.
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xFigure 6.2.2: Advection equation: unpreconditioned system at t = 2s
There are two issues here which push for a preconditioning technique. One. The
field suddenly becomes full rank. Two. The wrapping process will continue over time
until the discretization over the stochastic space will fail to represent the features of
the field. This is known in the literature as the long time integration issue and was
proposed by Karniadakis in [67]. We will see later on another example of long time
integration issues for the Navier Stokes equations. Let us apply our preconditioning
technique and asses the results.
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Figure 6.2.3: Preconditioned field t =2s Figure 6.2.4: Rank over time
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As we can see from figures 6.2.3 and 6.2.4, the space dependent preconditioner
manages to nearly align both shocks. It indeed yields to a substantial rank reduction
proving its intrinsic power. In fact, a space dependent clock speed is capable to arbi-
trarily reshape a large class of fields. However, we pay a huge price in terms of stability.
Enforcing time and spatial smoothness of the clock speed is very hard. We can see it
from figure 6.2.5. Spiky and rough behaviors are everywhere in the domain and our
algorithm currently lack of a robust way of appropriately regularize the problem.
Indeed, it is not yet clear to us the relationship between spatial gradients of the
clock speed and stability of the preconditioned system. What does it mean for the time
to diffuse over the space? Is there a way to rewrite the preconditioned system in a
conservative form? These and many other questions are currently under investigation.
to
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Figure 6.2.5: Clock speed = -1
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6.3 Navier Stokes equations: flow past a cylinder
In this example we want to apply the adjoint based degenerate horizon optimal control
theory developed in section 5.3 to the Navier Stokes equations. The purpose of this
section is to show the applicability of the method to more realistic CFD simulations.
Notice that we need to make minor adaptations of the theory to the case of system of
PDEs in which some variable (e.g., the pressure) might not have an explicit dynamic.
A benchmark problem is taken from [55]: two dimensional incompressible Newtonian
fluid around a cylinder in a channel. Let U, (x, y, t) and U, (x, y, t) be the components
of the velocity vector field U in the x and y direction. Let P (x, y, t) be the scalar
pressure field, p = 1.0 kg/m 3 be the fluid density and v = 10-3 m 2 /s be the kinematic
viscosity. The governing equations for the fluid are:
p (L + U - VU) - pvAU + VP = 0 (conservation momentum)
V-U=O (conservation mass)
or in scalar form:
+ p (UX +U - pVAU + = 0
p ax + p (U9 + U,-) - pvAU, + p = 0 (6.3.1)
9 + = 0
augmented with suitable boundary and initial conditions. We consider the computa-
tional domain Q in figure 6.3.1 with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions on
the outlet section Bo.a and no slip conditions on &Q \ (8Q0,t U &Oin).
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Figure 6.3.1: Computational domain
The inflow condition on o80, for t > 0 is a parabolic profile:
U. 4Umfy "2
U, = 0
where H = 0.7 is the height of the channel and
U(( = Uim + o
is an uncertain parameter with:
-Um =1. 15
- = 0.05
and ( U [-1, 1] uniformly distributed. Therefore, the velocity and pressure fields are
random processes parametrized by (:
U (xy, t, )
U, (X, y, t,7
P (X, Y, ti
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We first simulate the unpreconditioned equations for about 15 seconds. The flow ex-
hibits the characteristic Von Karmann vortex street [63]. What should be noted (see fig.
6.3.4, 6.3.5, 6.3.6), for the purposes of this work, is the out-of-phase condition between
different realizations of the flow field. In fact, different inlet velocity profiles lead to dif-
ferent frequency of vortex shedding [30]. And an out of phase flow determine a stronger
coupling between the variables (x, (). Hence, an increase in the rank. This phenomenon
could be more or less severe according to the precision e chosen for evaluating the rank
(cf. chapter 2) as we can see from the following figures.
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Figure 6.3.3: Rank Increase e = 0.9999
Notice that the numerical rank increases as the precision e is reduced. However, we
believe that it is not meaningful to ask for precisions beyond e = 0.9999 as other errors
are typically introduced in the simulations. Think, for instance, to the interpolation
error associated with the time transformation inversion (cf. chapter 4). Hence, we stick
with the following range of interest:
E E [1 - 102, 1 - 10-4]
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Notice also that this stochastic configuration for the flow past a cylinder is known to
suffer from long time integration issues when integrated with spectral methods [67]. This
is a direct consequence of the out of phase condition and poses serious limitations to our
ability to integrate the dynamic for a long time. As a by-product, our preconditioning
technique successfully overcome this problem in a very similar manner to [37] and open
the way to the use of time dilations in the context of stochastic PDEs.
We are now ready to derive the preconditioned equations for the incompressible
Navier Stokes equations.
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6.3.1 Time Stretching
Following the derivation of chapter 4, we introduce an artificial time r (t, () and define
the preconditioned velocity and pressure fields as:
Y (x, y, t,) = U(x, y, r (t,) ,)
Y, (X, Y, ti U, (X, y, r (ti ,(
P (x, y, t,(' P (x, y, -r (t,(),(
We want to derive a system for the preconditioned fields (Y2, Y,,
us rewrite the original equations 6.3.1 in a compact form:
paux + 2
a +,
ay2 (t)
at
To this end, let
(UXUYP) =0
(UX, UY, P) = 0
aU2 (r (t,
at
Ux (-r (t,07))Ur (t,P)
O-r at
-i (U2 (r-), Uy (r-) , P (-r))
7- (t,()
at
and the preconditioned equation for Y2 is:
PY
p a ++N1i (Y2, Y,, I 0
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Hence:
= 0
=- -W1 (Y, (t) , Y, (t) , P (t))
In the same way, we get an equation for Y,:
pa + W2 (Y, Y, 0
Notice that the preconditioned velocity field (Y2, Yy) is divergence free since:
Yx (t)
Ox
+ Y, (t)
ay
_ Ux (r (t,
ax
+ OU, (T (t, ())
ay
Finally, we can rewrite the full preconditioned system as:
p{ +p i (pY -
V -Y = 0
VY - pVAY + VP>= 0 (conservation momentum)
(conservation mass)
and design the control parameter i- according to the subspace alignment formulation
in the context of adjoint driven degenerate horizon optimal control (cf. chapter 4). In
particular (with slight abuse of notation), we have a control ODE for the optimization
parameter of the form:
Of 
+K A, Kr YP~)
together with the following compact expression for the state equations:
M { {YPJ)
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(I
and where A is the steady adjoint flow associated with a backward Euler discretization
of the preconditioned field at each time step (cf. section 5.3 and [26]). The minimization
functional it is set to be the angle between the scalar field Y, and a reference field
Yxef corresponding to the = 0 realization of the unpreconditioned field U. That is:
f Y=f = -j (cos 2Z (Yx, Yxef)
Yxref (X, y, t) = U (x, y, (, t) (=0
This choice is arbitrary and we plan in a future work to explore localized controls based
on the aerodynamic coefficients of the cylinder (e.g., lift and drag).
We let the simulation run for 15 seconds as in the unpreconditioned case. From
figures 6.3.8, 6.3.9, and 6.3.10 we can appreciate the in-phase condition reached among
the realizations. We expect the rank to be consistently lower. This intuition is confirmed
by the series of rank related plots at the end of the chapter. Without risk of confusion
we refer to the preconditioned flow as U in those plots.
We notice a substantial reduction of the rank of every scalar component of the
velocity field as well as the associated vorticity. The relative reduction is important
both in the case of e = 0.99 and e = 0.9999 precision. In the case of E = 0.99, the
average reduction is from 14 to 2 modes. Whereas in the case of e = 0.9999 we go from
45 to about 5 modes. The average reduction is on the order of more than 80%. And
this is quite remarkable since it should be acknowledged that we were not able to store
the full field during our simulations due to the prohibitive storage requirements. Notice
that the in-phase condition for the flow gives also a positive answer to the long time
integration issue for a stochastic flow past a cylinder as originally proposed in [67].
The control clock speed is shown in figure 6.3.7. It is highly oscillatory and likely
not optimal but smooth and effective. Somehow the clock speed seems to absorb the
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variability in the oscillations of the vortex shedding leading to an overall decrease in
the rank of the system. Recall that the time transformation is space independent.
Hence always rank one. Two straightforward improvements can be done: devise a finite
horizon optimal control strategy and localize the objective functional over some part
of the domain. An example would be assessing the in-phase condition of the flow by
looking at the variance of the stochastic drag coefficient over the cylinder.
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Figure 6.3.7: Cylinder case: Clock Speed
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Summary
In this thesis we have addressed the issue of time integration of stochastic PDEs. This
is a particularly challenging task due to the high dimensionality of the data involved.
Efficient time integration is achieved only when the solution can be captured by a low
dimensional linear manifold. We reviewed classical linear methods capable of exploiting
low rank structure in the solution (DO, Dy-BO, PGD) and we have understood their
limitations. In particular, they become inefficient when the solution is not low rank.
We have shown in our numerical examples how time dependent problems develops eas-
ily high rank solutions. Therefore, we have shown the necessity of our preconditioning
technique capable to enforce a low rank structure in the solution field by means of
local time stretching. The idea is to introduce an artificial time, nonlinear function of
the physical time, which map the original manifold, in which the solution lives, to a
stretched, more structured, one. And the original problem is solved on the newly in-
troduced manifold. The new manifold is determined solving an optimization problem.
In particular, we look for the manifold on which the solution to our problem has the
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smallest rank possible. This allows efficient time integration with classical linear meth-
ods. We have proposed the notion of degenerate horizon optimal control in order to
solve the optimization step. The idea is to substitute the iterative optimization process
with an ODE for the design parameter which is solved together with the state equation
as a whole augmented dynamical system. We have also introduced a new surrogate for
rank minimization which does not require any expensive field decomposition. The idea
is to enforce a low rank structure by minimizing the angle between a field and a low
rank reference subspace. We have shown the effectiveness of the new heuristic on simple
stochastic PDEs, including the more challenging case of a stochastic incompressible flow
past a cylinder.
7.2 Conclusions and future work
Thanks to our preconditioning technique we were able to enforce a low rank structure
in the solution field of stochastic PDEs. In particular, we have successfully applied the
method to the unsteady Navier Stokes equations, making the preconditioner potentially
appealing for more realistic applications. We have investigated two different types of
time dilations. The former is a pure space independent stochastic time dilation . That
is, the flow of time changes locally only in the parameter space. This framework is well
understood and seems reasonably robust. However, the class of problems amenable to
rank reduction is limited. In particular, the original solution needs to show a low rank
structure when simple shifting in time are performed. The latter class of time dilations
includes the more general case of space dependent transformations. This transformation
is powerful and capable to heavily reshape a broad class of solution fields. A large
amount of research is potentially associated with this topic. In particular, the price
that we pay for such a powerful transformation, is an intrinsic ill-conditioning of the
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optimization problem. The regularization that we propose, based on the Laplacian
operator, is effective in terms of rank reduction but still lacks of robustness. Deeper
questions remain to be answered. What does it mean to allow the flux of time to change
locally in space? Which conservation laws do we break? Which one still hold? Which
class of manifold can we reach? Under which conditions classical numerical methods can
work in this regime? Can we design appropriate numerical algorithms which consider
leaks of time in space? What are the right boundary conditions for the clock speed?
And, more in general, which are all of the possible physical constraints on the clock
speed? Is there a critical value for the spatial gradient of the clock speed beyond which
our solution becomes unphysical? There is certainly more to it than what we can
possibly imagine right now.
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Appendix A
Relationship Between K-L and SVD
Let S = x 9 Q= be a finite dimensional ambient space with {#oi} basis for Qx and
{i}Ti' basis for Q=. Then:
n P
y E S M y = Z yijdiqj
i=1 j=1
yij E R
I(y) = Y E RnX s.t. (Y)i = yij
where I: S -+ R"XP is an isomorphism. Hence:
S I R" 9 RP
where R" and RP are endowed with the inner products (-, -)anIox and (-, -)aRQ defined
in 2.2.5.
Our goal is to relate the Karhunen-Loeve expansion for y defined in 2.2.3 as:
y(x, 0) = [ rAy= (0) y (x)
with the Singular Value Decomposition of the matrixY. The auto-correlation kernel
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C, (x,x') defined in 2.2.1 is:
C (x, x') = yiy ,k~i (x) #,(X') (Wg (6) W (6))a,
= yij (P )jk ygk#i (X) #, (X')
We want to solve the eigenvalue problem {u, A} such that:
Tu = Au
where T is defined in 2.2.2. Thus:
Tu - (C, (x, x') , u (x')) ,
- Yii (P),k YqkU,#i (x) (#q (x') # (x'))Q,
= Yij (P)k Yqk (M)q,, US#i (x)
= (ypyTMu) iq$i(x)
= Auno#(x)
((ypyTM - AI) u),#i (x) = 0 (A.o. 1)
If we impose the residual of ?? to be orthogonal to Qx, we obtain the discrete non-
symmetric eigenvalue problem:
YPYTMU = Au
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that we can easily symmetrize as follows:
AATz Az
A =M2YP2
Z =- M2u
Following the notation in 2.2.4 we have:
1
r(0) = ( (e(,6), U(O))Q,
-
YiYjUkJ'y (0) (#i (x) pk
1
= Yij (M)ik Ukqfj (9)
=I (yTMu)jWpj(6)
1
r- YTMU
1 P 1PYTM1
- P-i l A Z
-' ($1 Af
Notice that if z is the left singular vector of A, then:
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is the corresponding right singular vector. Thus:
1
r/=P-2v
Therefore, we can conclude for the following relationship:
min{n,p}
y K- L
A = M2YP2 SVD UsV7
V=P-2t
with, for all i,:
p
yf (9) S (V)2 'Pi
j=1
n
j=1
V"=j -(S)ii = o-j (A.0.2)
Remark 6. Notice that we have:
Y = USV*
which is a legitimate singular value decomposition of Y in the discrete L 2 inner product
(R"2, Ox) 0 (RP, Q=) since:
= KM-46, M- ing ) = G 5G i = 6,j
\/(R"-,Qx)
(V)., I(V):,) ()
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= 3, = 3g
V yj (0) y (x)
(u):,i) (U):,i) (RnQX)
=(P-iP fy (RP,Q=)
4UTMU = I
VTPV I
where we have used the fact that A S=D USV* is a SVD computed with respect to
the standard euclidean inner product.
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Appendix B
First Variations
B.1 First Variation
Let J : X -+ R be a functional over some separable Hilbert space X endowed with
inner product (-, -)x. We define the first variation [5], or variational derivative, of J
as the linear form oJ : X -+ X such that:
(6j[u] ,v )X Simj [U + EV] - J [U]
e--+0+ 6
S+j [U + sv]
ds S=o
Vv E X
In particular, if {$n}nEN is an orthonormal basis for X, then:
6J [u] = (6J [U] , $n)XqOn
n=1
in the mean square sense:
k
oJ [u] - (6j [U] ,$ n)X On
n=1 X
-+0 as k - oo
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From the definition it also follows that oU is indeed the direction of highest increase of
the functional.
B.2 First Variation of Regularization Terms
The following variations of regularization terms are common to most of the optimization
problems proposed.
B.2. 1 First variation 6 Jreg [
Let ES, = Q= @9 Qn+Tc and:
reg[] - |( - )|
The variation 6,Jre9 is that linear form ,Jreg : S, -+ S+ such that:
(4j*re, h) 8. dds [~ + sh] S=O
= 
-ai (1 - , h)s, Vh c S,
Therefore:
6,ji re= -a (1 - f)
B.2.2 First variation efJeg [i]
Let + E S =x @ Q9 @Qt"+Tc and:
3e [+] a2 ||V2f||
UiI 2 lvfl
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The variation &fJ;eg is that linear form 6,3Jreg : S -+ S such that:
(J,3J;", h)s
d
= -3r;eg [i-+ sh]ds
=a 2 (Vx-*, Vxh)s
a2
= -C 2 (Ai-, h)s
- a 2 (A2-+, h)s
Vh e S
where we have used the boundary condition:
-* = 0 x Qx
o9n
for the clock speed. Therefore:
if 3;xe" = -Ce2AX+
B.3 First Variation of Nuclear Norm
B.3.1 First variation 6. llyjl
Let y E S =x @ O9 @ c The variation 9 Qyll" is that linear form 6.,J: S -+S
such that:
oy~ Xlli=(s)y ( e (X, t)
k
where we have used eq. 2.3.8 for the first variation of the nuclear norm with Hu-
ber penalties. In particular, modes {y (x, t) , y= (() }, come from a finite dimensional
Karhunen-Loeve expansion of y (section 2.2.2), or, equivalently, from a Singular Value
Decomposition in the norm induced by (Qx x Q'-+Tc) 0 Q= (Appendix A). Notice that
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s-O
Vh e S
this variation is independent of the separation format chosen for the ambient space S.
B.4 First Variation of Complementary Energy
B.4.1 First variation 6 J
Let y E S = Qx 0 Qs @ t(+Tc and:
Eofi (y)
i<n
The variation 6yJn is that linear form 6yJn : S --+ S such that:
(6jn, h) s
d Jn [y + sh]
E o (y + sh)
-
i<n
|sIy + sh||12
s=O
y11 Eo-3 jo-, (y
in
- -2
y1|2, Eo- (6yo- (y) , h)8
iin
+ sh) I 0 - E of -,
iin . i
11Y114
- LEcoj?iS
where we have used the known fact [19]:
|1y1|2 = Eof (Y)
Recall from section 2.3.0.1 that:
40o-i (y) = y'" (W y (X, t
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y 'o-j (y + sh) _
2o-i (Jyo-i (y), h),
Hence:
2IIY2 o-y (e) yj (x, t), -h - r?] (y, h)s
(6yJn, h), = -2- lls
EO~2L y - || Y2 o- ] y y( 2 -i nIY1 hVh E S
Therefore:
[o]y -jy ~ o- ~y y]
n = 2 II
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B.5 First Variation of Subspace Alignment
B.5.1 First variation 6,7
Let y E S = Qx 0 Q= @ Qtn+Tc and:
1
S=- 2 (cos 2Lx (Y, Yref)),t
with St = Q= & ql"+Tc. The variation 6,3 is that linear form 6y, : S -+ S such that:
d
d [y +ds sh] 8o
-1 d (Cs2xy
= 2 s(cos22 (y
- Kcos/Z(y, yreg)
+ sh, Yref))
8=O
d
-coszx (y + sh, yref)
cosZx(y,yref) d (y+sh,yref)Qx
\ yref||x ds Iy + sh|. S__/ 
cosLx (y, yref) IIyI b, (h, yref)x - (y, yref)z (hyij
lyre | ly2 1 12
, h) Vh c Scos2(y, yef) (YYr_ 1Y12 Yre)|yre ||11, || y |, 13 f Q Q _
Therefore:
j,3 =- COs/X (y, Yref)|1yreg||aQ ||y||, ((y, Yref)QxY _ 11Y1 2Yf)
B.5.2 First variation 6id
Let y E S = Qx 0 &Q ® n+Tc and:
d = - 12 (cos 2Z= (y, Yrei))S,
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with St =Q, ® Q n+Tc. The variation 6,Jd is that linear form 65Jd : S -+ S such that:
ds 8=O
= 2 ds (COs 2L (y + sh,yref))S
= - Kcosz= (Y, Yre) cos4E (y + sh, Yref) s=0
_ cos:Z (y, yf) d (y + sh, yc)Qs
||yre5||jQ, ds ||y + sh||., =O) t
cosZ/ (y, Yef) as (h, yref)Q= - (y, Yre
|yref| |, II2
((y, Yref)nsy - ||yla yref)
fh Vh
hS Vh
jd= cOSZ= (y, yref ) 2
lYre! 3 ((y, yre)nY y - |ll yre )
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(6Jd Ih)S
--K
cosK = (y, y,)
||yreil.||y lla, ML
Therefore:
E S
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